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ABSTRACT
Semiconductor lasers in the presence of weak external optical injection or feed
back become unstable, exhibiting optical chaos. I use a multi longitudinal mode
partial differential equation model to study many physically observable phenomenon.
These include longitudinal mode hops induced by weak external injection and anti
phase dynamics among the longitudinal modes in the presence of weak feedback.
Chaotic semiconductor lasers are shown to be good candidates for optical commu
nication: synchronization is robust and messages may be multiplexed through the
many longitudinal modes.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The computer revolution changed the way we processed ideas - the optical rev
olution will change the way we share ideas. DVD technology is pushing for 20
gigabytes of data on a portable 5 inch plastic disk which costs less than a dollar.
Optical internet will send 6.4 gigbits of data down a single fiber. At the current rate
of inovation the amount of information sent down a single fiber will double every
9 months. Semiconductor lasers are the transistors of optical circuits, replacing
bulky lasers with a diode measuring only microns across. This optical miniturization has enabled optical storage devices and optical networks. .At the heart of every
cd player, cd-rom. dvd player, and fiber optic link is a semiconductor laser.
There is just one amazing footnote - semiconductor lasers don't yet work to
their potential. Instabilities severely degrade their usefulness. Small variations in
temperature can cause the lasing frequency to drift from its target. The laser also
spontaneously jumps from its target frec[uency to frequencies different from that
intended. External light maJces the laser unstable, causing rapid, sub-nanosecond
fluctuations. This causes broadening of the linewidth and spontaneous switch offs.
To prevent instabilities much effort is made to isolate the semiconductor laser
from the environment. Packages housing the laser are meticulously designed to
prevent any stray light from entering the semiconductor laser. Extra components,
such as etalons and rear facet detectors, are added to the design for frequency and
power stabilization. Peltiers are included into the package to keep the immediate
laser environment at a constant temperature. Techniques for reducing the internal
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temperature of the laser, such as mounting the laser chip p-side down on the car
rier substrate, introduce complications to the manufacturing process. .\11 of these
techniques degrade modulation speed, power output, and channel density.
Rather than eliminating instabilities in semiconductor lasers, there are benfits
that may be exploited in the unstable system. Unstable lasers have higher operating
power, larger bandwidth, and faster switching times from different physical states.
Whether we want to eliminate unwanted behavior or engineer the rich nonlin
ear regime, a detailed model of the unstable semiconductor laser is required. This
dissertation presents recent theoretical work on chaotic semiconductor laser. Since
current optical systems require stable, single frequency sources and future systems
will require controlable multi-frequency sources, the new work presented here fo
cuses on multi frequency instabilities.
Chapter 2 will present a quantum mechanical description of the light-matter
intereaction in semiconductors, which is then coupled to Ma-Kwell's classical de
scription of electromagnetic waves to develop a multi longitudinal mode partial
differential equation description of a fabry-perot laser. From the partial differen
tial equations model a simpler, coupled mode model is derived. The chapter is
concluded with a detailed analytic investigation of mode hops which occur as the
injection current is increased.
Chapter 3 details the analysis of chaotic semiconductor lasers. There are two
chaotic systems studied - injection chaos and feedback chaos. Each system begins
with a review of the single mode system, then muJtimode instabilities are inves
tigated numerically. Where applicable, recent experimental results are directly
compared to the theoretical models.
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Chapter 4 discusses using chaotic semiconductor lasers to send messages. Using
two synchronized systerhs, a message can be encoded on a chaotic signal and suc
cessfully decoded. After a brief theoretical survey of synchronization, the e.xisting
single mode work is reviewed. Th main result is the numerical investigation of
multimode sychronization. concluding with a demonstration of frequency division
multiplexing using a single chaotic multimode laser for transmitter and receiver.
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CHAPTER 2
Semiconductor Laser Theory
Modeling the chaotic dynamics of semiconductor lasers involves an understand
ing of two fundamental branches of physics: condensed matter and electromagnetism. The optical properties of the semiconductor active layer are explained
using basic properties of quantum mechanics while the propagation of light in the
cavity is governed by Maxwell's equations. Fortunately both theories are well de
veloped and extremely accurate.
In this chapter we will review what is known about the optical properties of semi
conductors with an emphasis on computing the optical gain in the active region.
This will then be coupled to the classical optical field through Maxwell's equations.
While the resulting system is computationally unwieldy there are several simpli
fications which result in a hierarchy of rate equations describing a semiconductor
laser.
The theory behind semiconductor lasers combines two well studied branches of
physics - solid state physics, which describes the properties of semiconductors, and
electromagnetism. which describes the field in the cavity. Difficulties lie not in the
fundamental science but in the process of seamlessly combining these two areas into
one self consistent and computationally feasible theory. How to combine these two
brances of physics for the study of semiconductor lasers is the crux of this chapter.
Semiconductor theory starts with a simple description of the band structure and
the definition of bandgap. Band structures in semiconductors are quite rich, with
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the detailed calculation being an active field, but their fundamental properties can
be captured using a simple parabolic approximation.
Next is the problem of how carriers occupy the states in the band structure.
.A. quasi-equilibrium appro.xamation is used so that we may assume the carrier
distribution is given by Fermi-Dirac statistics. While this ignores non-equilibrium
processes such as spectral hole burning and carrier transport, it can accurately
account for most first order affects observed in semiconductor materials.
Since the laser is evolving in time we must derive time dependent equations for
the polarization and carrier density. From the derived expressions for polarization
and carrier density it is possible to calculate the optical susceptibility. The optical
susceptibility is related to physically measureable material properties such as re
fractive index and absorption in a simple manner. Once the quantum mechanical
Hamiltonian is properly identified it is merely an algebraic excercise of applying
the Heisenberg equation to arrive at a dynamicl set of equations. Determining the
correct Hamiltonian is not so trivial.
The simplest Hamiltonian one can write is the free energy Hamiltonian. This
ignores any interaction between the carriers. Such a theory can give a qualitative
description of the material properties, including the presence of gain and large
carrier densities. In addition to the linear gain and linear change in refractive
index (both of which are carrier dependent properties) there is also a frequency
dependence on the material parameters, expressed through a dispersion relation.
The simplest approximation is that the gain dispersion is parabolic about the peak
gain frequency and the refractive index dispersion is constant (i.e. no frequency
dependence in the refractive index).
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The cavity field is coupled to the semicoaductor material properties through
Maxwell's equations. In a semiconductor laser the field is confined laterally (that
is perpendicular to the plane of propagation). Lateral confinement reduces the
problem to three independent variabes. two space and one time. Since the semi
conductor laser is a fabry-perot cavity there are two propagating waves, a forward
propagating wave and a backwaxd propagating wave. Thus there are five dependent
variables, a forward and backward propagating field, a forward and backward prop
agating polarization (linking the field to the material properties), and one carrier
density variable.
Boundary conditions on the coupled set of partial differential equations are not
trivial. In the longitudinal variable (that is the direction of propagation) bound
ary conditions determine the facet reflectivities and e.xtemal injection properties.
Transverse boundary conditions must insure that the field strength goes to zero far
from the lasing region.
Further simplifying assumptions can be made. .Adiabatic elimination of the
polarization reduces the problem to three independent variables. The narrow ridge
width of the laser stripe introduces transverse optical confinment. reducing the
problem to two independent variables.
The most important simplifying assumption is that the longitudinal mode shapes
are that of fabry-perot modes. By performing an e.xpansion of the longitudinal field
using the fabry-perot cavity modes as a basis, it is possible to rewrite the system
of coupled partial differential equations as a set of coupled ordinary differential
equations. To decompose the cavity field into its fabry-perot modes, the boundary
conditions must first be made equal at both facets through an exact transformation.
This allows an "unfolding" of the laser cavity, with both forward and backward
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fields being written using a single variable with a domian twice as long as the
original problem. The advantage of this is that now the system is periodic and
standard Fourier analysis can be used to extract the individual cavity modes.
One advantage of the coupled mode model is that it can reproduce multimode
results numerically seen in the partial differential equations. For e.Kample. direct
integration of the coupled partial differential equation system shows that with in
creasing current the laser spontaneously hops from the original mode to an adjacent
longitudinal mode. This instability is well known experimentally and is called a
kink instability. Using the coupled mode model we see analytically that energy is
preferentially transfered from higher energy modes to lower energy modes. This
process would continue indefinitely, but is arrested by the gain dispersion.

2.1 Semiconductor Theory
In studying semiconductor lasers, it is important to have a general understand
ing of the microscopic features. .VIodeling of both the electric fields and the mi
croscopic semiconductor physics has been done for femtosecond pulses, but still
remains computationally impractical for devices such as lasers [104]. Instead one
must make approximations for the gain, refractive index, gain dispersion profile,
and other semiconductor properties. While often these approximations are handled
phenomenologically. the ultimate goal of any modeling project should be to calcu
late all parameters from first principles. In this section we briefly cover the basics
of the microscopic theory of semiconductors and relate it to parameters which will
be used in the modeling.

CONDUCTION BAND

Figure 2.1: A typical semiconductor band structure with a direct bandgap and an
indirect bandgap illustrated.
2.1.1

Optical Properties

It is well known that discrete atomic energy levels become energy bands indexed
by the wavenumber k when in a crystal structure [I]. The basic properties of solids
are determined by the extent to which electrons occupy these bands. In an insulator
the uppermost band is completely filled, while in a metal this band is only partially
filled, allowing electrons to "move" from one state to another.
Semiconductors occur when there exists an empty band on the order of 1 mev
energetically higher than the highest filled band. Some electrons can be excited,
from thermal or optical interactions, to this empty band resulting in limited mobil
ity of the carriers. Such excited carriers are called conduction electrons. The upper
baud is called the conduction band, while the lower is called the valence band.
Further when an electron is excited from the valence band it leaves a positively
charged "hole" which also acts as a charge carrier.
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Electrons axe excited across the portion of the bands that are energetically clos
est. This minimum energy is referred to as the band gap. When the band gap occurs
at a local ma-ximum of the valence band and a local minimum of the conduction
bands, it is called a direct bandgap. Other occurrences are called indirect bandgaps
(see figure 2.1). VVe will restrict our discussion to direct bandgap semiconductors.
While in general the band structure may have a complicated dependence on the
wavevector k one is often interested only in the region around the bandgap. since
this is where most electronic transitions will occur. In the case of direct band gap
semiconductors it is further assumed that the band structure is parabolic with an
energy dependency of

Here ruc.c are the effective mass of the conduction and valence electrons and h. is
Planks constant over 27r (also known as Dirac*s constant). The effective mass is
determined by the radius of curvature of the band in the parabolic approximation.
A photon with energy greater than the bandgap can be absorbed by the material
and e.xcite an electron from the valence to the conduction band, thereby generating
an electron hole pair. Since momentum must be conserved, the resulting conduction
electron has the momentum k and the associated hole —k. Hence for a photon of
energy E the Ar-value of the resulting electron hole pair is

(2.2)

where
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nir

nxc

m^.

is the the reduced mass.
For a photon with energy E to be absorbed an electron must occupy the cor
responding k state in the valence band and there must coincide a vacancy in the
conduction band. Obviously the distribution of electrons in each band must be
determined.
From quantum statistical mechanics we know that electrons and holes obey
Fermi-Dirac statistics [2]. The probability of finding an electron with energy Ek is
given by

where

3= —
keT

(

2

.

5

)

with k g being Boltzmann s constant. T the temperature, and n is the chemical
potential.

is determined by the total number of particles IV from the relation

=

(2.6)
kyS

The index s represents electron spin since two electrons, one with spin up and one
with spin down, can have the same momentum k. This relation is important since
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1

0

0

Figure 2.2: Fermi-Dirac distributions for iV =

^ and ( I ) T = 10. (2) T = 50.

(3) T = 300
it relates the microscopic carrier distribution, /t. to the macroscopic carrier density.
N.
It must be remembered that the Fermi-Dirac distributions hold only for equi
librium states, [f this state is disturbed, e.g. absorbs a photon, then Fermi-Dirac
statistics are not necessarily valid. Often Fermi-Dirac statistics are used as an ap
proximation even though the material is not in equilibrium. This approximation
is called quasi-equilibrium. One assumes that there is a mechanism to force the
carriers into a Fermi-Dirac distribution (e.g. Coulomb scattering) and that the
decay to equilibrium is faster than the phenomenon one wishes to observe.
Having developed the basic semiconductor physics it is necessary to couple this
with the light field. In classical electromagnetism this is done through the complex
optical susceptibility \(u;) which relates the polarization P(u;) to the electric field
£(a,) [3|
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P(U.') = \{U!)E{U!)
The absorption and refractive index of the material are given by

(2.S)
n{uj) = \ / R e [ l

(2.9)

with ft(u,') being the absorption and n(u;) being the intrinsic material refractive
index.
There are three different meanings often associated with the refractive index,
often used interchangeably. The standard definition of refractive index is the ratio
of the speed of light in vacuum to the speed of light of a single frequency in the
material. n{u;) = c/vp. where Vp is called the phase velocity. If there are many
difference frequencies of light propagating simultaneously in vacuum, interference
will create a train of pulses with velocity equal to c. When this train of pulses
propagates through a material, they move with a velocity Vg. called the group
velocity. Note that the group velocity is different from the phase velocity in that it
is the effective velocity of a train of pulses. Often the refractive index of a material
is defined with respect to the group velocity, rij = c/v^. The third and final sense
in which refractive index is used is that of an effective background refractive index.
Semiconductor lasers are made of many layers, each layer having a uniciue refractive
index (either phase or group refractive index). Since the light propagates through
all the layers simultaneously, each layer needs to be included in computation. To
simplify the problem we use an effective refractive index [105],
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TOO n /
J-cc ^(y)«y

'—

'

with ^ being the direction normal to the quantum well. In this dissertation I will
use n(u,') to refer to the phase refractive index (or the intrinsic material refractive
index),

for the group refractive index, and ni, for the effective refractive index.

In order to study the interaction of light with the material, it is sufficient to
derive an expression for \(u.'). What follows are two models: the Free Carrier
model which ignores carrier interaction, and the Semiconductor-Bloch equations
which include carrier interaction.
To derive the optical susceptibility from the free carrier model we start with the
simplest quantum mechanical Hamiltonian we can write for the system - that of
two bands (one valence and one conductance) with no inter particle interaction.

F{{k) = Ho(k) + H[{k)

(2.il)

H o ( k ) = Ce(Ar)|cAr > < c k \ — ( . u ( k ) \ v k > < t;Ar|

(2.12)

f i l i k ) = E { t ) { d c v \ c k X t'A;| +

>< c k \ )

(2.13)

H o ( k ) gives the energy of the particle in the band while l-I[{k) gives the interaction
energy of the particle with the classical light field E(t). t^/vik) is the k depen
dent conduct ion/valence band energy and dcv is the dipole element between the
conduction and valence band (here we are assuming that the dipole element is k in
dependent). jcA' > and juk > are the k dependent wavefunctions for the conduction
and valence band electrons in Dirac notation.
For simplicity we will now transform the Hamiltonian into the interaction rep
resentation
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(2.14)
(2.15)

= -£:(0[e'''''^"'"'"'''""'</c.kAr >< vk\ + h.c.]
Next we introduce the single particle density matri.x

p { k . t )

=

^)|A'A." >< A^•|

(2.16)

A'.,\

where A. A' are summed over the conduction and valence bands. Physically, the
diagonal elements of the density matrix give the probability of finding an electron
with a given energy, while the off-diagonal states relate to the induced polarization.
By using the Heisenberg equation we derive the equations of motion for the
density matrix elements.

j^PccikJ) =

at

n

+ C.C.] = - j / ^ X k . t )

(2.17)

-/^cc(^--Ol

(2-iS)

P^.c = P:.,,

(2.19)

For most applications to lasers, it is safe to assume that the carriers have rela.xed to Fermi-Dirac distributions. This is the ciuasi-equilibrium approximation
(as discussed previously), where p\\ =
To solve for the polarization, we express E { t ) as its Fourier transform

(2.20)
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where 7 is an acliabatic switch on factor to insure that E ( t )

at

n

lim I

-'-+0 J

0 as t

—oc. So

C'.ai)

Z tt

Integrating gives

P^ihJ) = /
(
2
J iTT n [ e c ( K ) — t o ( k ) — u : — Z7J

2

2

)

The macroscopic polarization is defined as

P(t) = tr[p{t)(l\=

(2.23)

2ir E,{k) - EAk) - hu: - ih-/

^

Ec.v = H^c.v

^
(2.25)

where cl^v is the dipole moment Ec/u{f^') is the energy of an electron in the conduc
tion/valence band, and

is the volume of semiconductor material.

Using \(u.') = P(u.')/£'(u;) and P [ t ) = / ^P(u;)e~'"'' we obtain the optical
susceptibility

^ i .^

\dMUk)-Uk))

Since f ^ , { k ) = 1 - f h { k ) , f d k ) = /e(Ar), and

h{edk) - e^{k)) =

+ E^

(2.27)
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it is possible to rewrite \(u.') as

, ^

1 ^ \cL\Hl - /-a Z- fi2fc2
2 ^ + £'3 ~

- fkih))

(2.2S)

~ '^7

This is known as the free carrier optical susceptibility. .A.dcling carrier-carrier inter
actions will modify this e.xpression. but it is still possible to investigate qualitatively
the optical properties with the free carrier model.
The absorption is given by

=

Mk)-h(lc))5(^+ E,-hJ
irrir

(2.29)

where S is the usual Dirac delta function. Replacing the summation with an integral

(2.:{0)

and making a change of variable from momentum to energy yields an exact expres
sion for the absorption as a function of photon frequency

Q(U,') =

•[Tr^\(lcv\^
hribC

huJ — En
I fiw
EQ
Eo
x[l -

1/2

Qihu; - E,j)

- E g ) - f h { h u j - Eg)]

(2.31)
(2.32)

where 0(ar) is the unit step function. E g is the k = 0 energy gap. and

Eo =

2mraQ
h^tQ
ao —
e^nir

(2.33)
(2.34)
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where cq is the free space electrical permittivity and e is the electric charge of an
electron. EQ and

uq

correspond to the Bohr energy and Bohr radius of an exciton.

Note that the Fermi functions are now expressed in terms of energy rather than
the wavevector.
From the above expression two important features can be seen. The first is that
there is no absorption (or gain) for energies below the bandgap. In the free carrier
model this is a result of introducing the unit step function. The physical assumption
which results in the unit step function is that no transitions ran occur for energies
below the bare band gap. This assumption is false. Coulombic interactions and
impurities [113] can create states which exist below the bandgap. The inclusion of
these states, while necessary for proper calculation of the semiconductor gain, are
not within the scope of the present discussion.
Second there is the possibility of gain. If 1 —

— E^) —

— E,J) < 0

there will be negative absorption (i.e. gain). This situation corresponds to having
a population inversion. Instead of having an electron in the valence band that is
excited to a vacancy in the conduction band, there is an electron in the conduction
band that, as a result of the incoming photon, makes a transition back to the
valence band and emits a photon.
Observing that

I - UHU: - E , ) - HIHU: - E,) = {[1 - UHU - £,)][1 - A(^u; - E,)\
- E g ) f k { h u j - E g ) } tanh

- Eg -1.1)

(2.35)
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Figure 2.3: Free carrier absorption for (1) iV = I • 10~"^ cm~^. (2).V = I • 10"^
cm-^ (3) iV = •> • IQi® cm-^. (4) iV = 3 • 10'® cm'^
it is seen that a gain region exists only when fi > 0 for the energies

< tiu: <

Eg + fx. Finally the absorption goes as {hu; — E^)^^'. Figure 2.3 shows typical
absorption plots given by the free carrier model.
The theory discussed in this section provides qualitative agreement with ex
periment. With the inclusion of many body effects one can obtain cfuantitative
agreement [7|. We have assumed that the carrier distribution is fi.xed and obeys
Fermi-Dirac statistics. For the time scales on which semiconductor lasers operate
(10-100 ps). this assumption is valid. However we need to include a dynamical
equation for the carrier density to properly capture the slow (1 ns) laser time dy
namics
Contributions to the carrier density for the semiconductor laser come from cur
rent pumping, non-radiative recombination and carrier diffusion. These are added
phenomenologically to give

where D„ is the carrier diffusion coefficient. J is the total current pumping, e is the
electron charge, d is the active region thickness, w is the current stripe width. L is
the laser length, and r is the nonradiative recombination time.
What has been presented here is by no means a representation of the current
state of the art in computing the optical properties of semiconductors. Instead it is
merely a survey of some of the simpler techniciues that can be used, giving a flavor
of the field and demonstrating that almost every e.xperimentally measured property
can be calculated from first principles. Current calculations include effects from
the barrier states in quantum wells, multiple valence and conduction bands which
vary from a parabolic appro.ximation. non Fermi distributions which are calculated
from quantum Boltzmann ec[uations. and self consistent carrier transport into the
active region.

2.1.2

Phenomenological Parameterization

Calculation of the optical response from the microscopic physics is computation
ally expensive. One calculation can run for eight or more hours on a reasonably
fast machine. Performing such a calculation every time step for a semiconductor
laser simulation is not feasible given the current state of computing technology.
.\pproximations to the full theory must be made.
Many approaches have been tried. These include spline fits to the optical suscep
tibility and Lorentzian fits for the polarization. By far the most popular approach
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is the use of linear parameterization. -A^n ideal laser will operate at a single fre
quency and a steady intensity. By linearizing the optical susceptibility at these
steady state frequency and transparency density, deviations from steady state can
be described. Thus

N) = \(u,>. Ntr) + a(« - 0(

- -^ir)

(2.37)
(2.38)

Here a is the differential gain, a is the linewidth enhancement factor, and Ntr is the
transparency carrier density. When using a linear parameterization better accuracy
is obtained when linearizing about the threshold laser density [114|. The linear gain
can be expressed as

g { N ) = a t h ( N - i ^ t h ) + o<n(

(2.39)

where Cth is the differential gain evaluated at threshold. Nth. is the carrier density
at threshold, and a,„t represents internal losses associated with the laser. Both
representations of the gain are formally interchangeable. The difference is that
the linearization about the threshold density requires a priori knowledge about the
laser operation. For consistency we will assume that the gain is linearized about
the transparency density and note that if the differential gain is known at threshold
the modified gain may be used with improved accuracy.
Such a phenomenological parameterization has the advantage that the param
eters can be derived easily from both theory and experiment. If one knows the
detciils of the semiconductor composition of a laser, everything can be calculated
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from first principles. However, when one does not know the exact composition of
a device (as is often the case) the modeling parameters can be found from simple
measurements.
Perhaps the most important phenomenological parameter for chaotic semicon
ductor lasers is the linewidth enhancement factor a. The linewidth enhancement
factor describes a carrier induced change in the refractive index. Curiously, there is
a large discrepancy between the value of a calculated from the many body theory
and experimentally measured values. Recently better agreement has been achieved
[102. 106], but detailed knowledge of the active region structure was needed. These
results suggest that the a factor is more sensitive to the separate confinement heterostructure and barrier contribution than the gain.
The linewidth enhancement factor is defined as

Q= — ^
Aim\

/ o In \
(2.40)

where A denotes the change in the optical susceptibility between two different
carrier densities. It broadens the natural linewidth of the laser by a factor of
1 +Q". LFsing this formula and the experimental linewidth. one measures a value of
a around 4. However calculating the optical susceptibility for the quantum wells
only, and using the above definition of a gives a value around 2. This discrepancy
emphasizes the need to include the full active region structure.
What follows is a simple derivation showing that the definition of a given leads
to the linewidth formula used to calculate q from e.xperiment [107]. From Maxwell's
eciuations we have (see next section)
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2'2U.* ,

a.' dt f/ > „

,w

,2

2

Gain, intrinsic refractive index, and vvavevector k are defined as

•/m\

(2.42)

n = yj Re[l + 47r\]

(2.43)

fc = ^
c

(2.-14)

TlbC

and the permittivity e defined with respect to the susceptibility is

t = (/2e\ — //m\)" = (n — m )*

(2.45)

and aint are losses due to photons leaving the laser cavity through the facets.
Now assume that, due to carrier density fluctuations, there are small changes to
the gain and index of refraction.

e = [(n' + An') - i{n" + An")]''

(2.46)

Si (n' — in")^ — 2i(n' — in")An"[ 1 + <-r—;:)
An

(2-47)

.Vlaking use of the definition of o and the defim'tion of the group velocity

c+
gives

fjJ d t
c ,
= —n'
2 aw
Va

^
(2.48)
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^ = (''-°'-)°'(L+,a)E
(It
2
Letting E = Ae"', / =

Eliminating (5 —

(2.49)

gives

^ = [ g - Qint )v,jE

(2.50)

•^ = ^(<7-cv.njt'3

(2.01)

between the two equations gives

(It

2/

Thus fluctuations in the intensity cause fluctuations in the phase, leading to a
broadening of the lineshape. .Assuming that the laser intensity is stable, fluctuations
will come from spontaneous emission noise. Thus the change in phase from the ith
spontaneous emission photon is

A(Z), =

(2.53)

where the minus sign is from integration. From the law of cosines, the change in
the intensity. AI, from a spontaneous emission photon with amplitude 1 and phase
0i is

Ali = 1 = 2 / 2 cos6i

(2.54)

Adi = -;^(1 + 2^^ cos$i)

(2.55)
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The phase also changes clue to the out of phase component of the spontaneous
emission photon. This is written as

Ao; = rising,

(2.56)

Totaling the two contributions gives

Q
[
A(p.- = -— + —(sin Oi - a cos 6 i )
21
[2

(2.57)

Averaging the change in phase gives

<Ao>=——
V

(2.oS)

where R is the average spontaneous emission rate. There is therefore a change in
the laser frequency from the peak gain frec[uency. That is the laser does not lase
precisely at the peak gain (which was taken to be our reference frequency) but is
negatively detuned by a n a m o u n t a R f ' l I . T h i s change in frequency is called t h e a
pulling. Physically one designs the laser cavity so that at the peak gain frequency
an integral number of wavelengths fit in the cavity. When there are carriers present
in the active region the effective index of refraction changes slightly. Spatially the
solution is still the same but because there is a slight change in refractive index,
the associated frequency is different. Now the new frequency is slightly detuned
from peak gain giving the alpha pulling effect.
The linewidth is related to the second moment <
to be

> which is easily shown
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(2.59)
Assuming

q

=

leads to the experimentally measured linevvidth proportional

to (1 + a*) and gives values of 4 for a. about twice as large as that predicted by
theory when detailed knowledge of the active region is lacking. In order to achieve
agreement with experiment in our modeling we use a value for a consistent with
the experimentally measured values.
In addition to a carrier dependence of the optical susceptibility, there is also a
frequency dependence. Semiconductor lasers operate close to the peak gain, where
the first derivative of the gain with respect to frequency vanishes. In a Taylor series
expansion of the optical susceptibility, the imaginary part starts with a second order
term in frequency. We parameterize this using the gain band width 7 (measured
in units of energy). The real part of the optical susceptibility varies linearly with
frequency. The linear dependence introduces numerical complications and so. for
simplicity, we will neglect the frequency dependence of the real part of the optical
susceptibility.
The final parametric form for the optical susceptibility is therefore

(2.60)
.

l\

=

U^cTlf)
c

where cJc denotes the reference frequency, usually taken to be the peak gain.

(2.61)
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2.2 Laser Theory
Devising a multimocle model for a semiconductor laser which contains all the
relevant physics while at the same time remaining computationally feasible presents
several challenges. One of these is how to account for the longitudinal (or z) de
pendence of the mode amplitudes. Some laser geometries and boundary conditions
are simple enough to allow an explicit solution for the z-dependence of each mode
[28]. In those instances, a set of coupled single mode equations is easy to implement
and accurately describes the dynamics. However, in general it is preferable to use
a model which does not rely on an a priori knowledge of the mode patterns. The
novel challenge addressed here is the inclusion of a realistic gain dispersion. In
the full semiconductor Bloch equations [5. S] the frequency dependence of the gain
manifests itself through the time dependence of the polarization. Since the time
scale of the polarization is much faster than that of the field and carrier density,
the polarization is often acliabatically eliminated, but this procedure removes the
frequency dependence of the gain completely.
.A. natural way to account for multi-mode behavior is to include the longitudinal
z-dependence into the semiconductor laser rate equations. Models that reduce the
laser equations to a system coupling one cavity mode to a single carrier density
using a system of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODE) [67] are limited.
Multimode decompositions [28] where N modes are represented by 2N+1 coupled
ODE 'S have failed to explicitly include the gain dispersion. Our model addresses
all of these issues in a simple, self consistent manner by resolving the longitudinal
structure of the forward field, backward field, and carrier density.
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2.2.1

Multi-longitudinal Mode Model

Here, we derive a model that allows for an arbitrary z-dependence of the longitu
dinal modes and accounts for gain dispersion without significant modification of the
usual semiconductor laser rate ec[uations [36]. We start from Maxwell's eciuations:

The electric field E and polarization P are decomposed about a fast oscillating
optical carrier frequency. VV'e assume that the amplitude functions for these are
slowly varying.

E=

+ c.c. -h

+ c.c.]

(2.63)

P=

^ c.c. +

+ c.c.j

(2.64)

where ± refers to the forward/backward traveling wave solutions. u,'o is the quickly
varying frec{uency with ko being the associated wavevector. The slowly varying
envelope appro.ximation requires that

dE^
« ^ q E'^
dt

(2.65)

dP^
« ujqP^
dt

(2.66)

dE^
« koE^
dz

(2.67)

dP^
«
dz

(2.68)

Maxwell's equations then reduce to
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VlE^ ± 2ikQ^ az

c-

at

<r

(2.69)

where V\ denotes derivatives only in directions perpendicular to propagation.
The time derivative of the polarization is dominated by the background refrac
tive index, that is

This comes from our assumption that the deviations due to the carrier dependent
optical susceptibility are small compared to the background. Note that we don't re
place the other polarization terms with this approximation since (as will be shown)
there are balancing terms which cancel out the dominant background.
The propagation equations are now

c at

az

=

2fco

2

+

2c

(2.71)

This ec[uation is still vectorially resolved, including a component in the lateral y
direction. Typically the y direction is characterized by a waveguide formed by the
cladding regions (both of which are passive) with the active region sandwiched in
between. VVe can explicitly solve for the field shape in the y direction and then
integrate over this dimension to derive an effective index model.

E{x,y,zA)^ = E{x,z,t)^Y[x,y]

(2.72)

P{x.y,zA)^ = P{x,z,t)^Y{x.y)

(2.73)
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The function V depends weakly on the transverse dimension x. This is because
the transverse variations of the material come from carrier dependent contributions
and are very small. Only in the case of index guided lasers, where the transverse
background refractive index of the material is varied, is there a transverse depen
dence on v. but this is usually small as well. Thus

d^Y
dx^
dY
dx

«
«

d-Y
dxj'

(2.74)

dY
dy

(2.75)

Substituting into the field equation and multiplying both sides by V' gives

+^''Fivr
Ic
c di'

'

_ £?iv-|2 = _L
dc' '
-iko

B
-|2

2
We now explicitly write
out this dissertation we use

(2.76)

+ ^Psiv
2c

(2.77)

as F and B for forward and backward fields. Through
and F. B interchangeably.

By definition V must satisfy the lateral waveguide equation

d'^Y

- KY = ki{x)Y

(2.78)
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where

is effective wave vector due to the effective refractive index, including

the contribution from transverse index guiding. If the active region refractive in
dex is the same as the background refractive index, then k- = k^. In all of our
computations we will assume only gain guiding so

k'- = k^ everywhere.

Next to eliminate the y direction and the mode shape we integrate over y and
divide by

\y\'-(ly.

This eliminates the V modes everywhere except for the

polarization term. Since the polarization is only in the active region, the V mode
will only be integrated from

—i

to +-f where

d

is the active layer thickness. This

introduces the confinement factor F defined as

D \YRDY

Thus the final equations are

HbdF
c at
c

.-J,
at

dF
az
az

i d'^F
2ko ox— .,1

2ko ax^2

/t^'opn
2c
, ! ^ r p® - r .

2c

IT
R

i(—bl)
o<\\
(2.S2)

Here we have subtracted the background refractive index from the polarization
and introduced a phenomenological internal loss factor

-Also note that

has

become nj as a result of the integration over y.
At this point we have an infinite semiconductor slab that has counter propagat
ing electromagnetic waves, transverse effects, and polarization dynamics. In reality
the semiconductor laser is a cavity with finite length and width. This is handled
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in the model by imposing boundary conditions on the set of partial differential
equations.
The laser cavity is easy to model by including the facet reflectivities in the
longitudinal boundary conditions. VVe also can model injection of an external field
here as well. The boundary conditions are

F(x.0J) = -^iB{x.0.t)

(2.83)

B ( x . L , t ) = - ^ i F [ x . L A ) + yi - R - i F . n j i x . t )

(2.84)

where L is the cavity length. Ri and Ro are the intensity facet reflectivities, and
Finj is an e.xternally injected field. Note that Finj could be applied at either facet
or both.
Transverse boundary conditions are not quite as straightforward. Often the
semiconductor material is much wider then the pump current stripe. It would be
a waste of computational resources to model the large unpumped region. Lasers
are can also be grown in arrays. .Again the computational expense to model these
devices becomes prohibitive.
In the case of laser arrays we can use periodic boundary conditions, that is

=

(2.85)

where w is the computational domain. This will allow detailed study of one or
more elements of the array.
For a single stripe, the non-pumped region is highly absorptive. Thus at some
distance w/2 away from the stripe the field will be zero. We can impose this
condition as
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£=^(±^.-.0 = 0

(2.S6)

Of course if the field is not zero at the boundaries this will cause spurious numerics
in the form of reflections. For this reason the computational absorbing width should
be large compared to the stripe width.
Sometimes it is not enough to make the wings large. For very large field in
tensities the absorbing semiconductor material may become bleached - that is the
carrier density is raised to transparency. Then what initially was zero field at the
boundaries can become non-zero. To counter this one often puts a strong absorbing
region at the boundaries. This is to ensure that when the computational boundary
is reached the field will be zero.
The polarization time dynamics are derived from the microscopic material physics
as detailed in the previous section. For semiconductors this will be the semicon
ductor Bloch equations. .As noted previously, this coupled set of equations is not
computationally feasible for lasers.
One approximation which keeps the polarization dynamics is the effective Bloch
ecfuations. The polarization response function is fit with a Lorentzian using param
eters that vary as a function of the carrier density. This replaces the polarization
response with something very similar to the two level atom response.
Formally the polarization is written in Fourier space as the sum of its components
Pji^) [12]

PA^) =

eoe,Aj(N)E{u:)
irj{N)+5o+u;-SAN)

(2.87)
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Co is the freespace permittivity,

is the background permittivity (c6 = "D-

is the

reference frequency, S(N) is the caiTier dependent peak gain detuning, and A(iV).
r(iV) include nonlinear gain and refractive index contributions.
Taking the inverse Fourier transform gives

= {-r,(.V) + i [ S o -

Pj{t) - ieQtiAj{N)E(t]

(2.SS)

while for j = 0 we have the frequency independent part

PoiN) = eoCb\o{N)E(t)

(2.S9)

otherwise known as the background.
The functions .-lj(:V). rj(iV). and S j { N ) can be fit from calculations of the full
semiconductor Bloch equations.
The full set of equations becomes

c at

az

2ko ax^

^ = - {r,(.V) + i

- i,(;V)|}

dN
dt

=

„.,0,

2eoe6

Pf - /£„£,A,(iV)£±

(2

/? = €o£o\o(A')£*

(2.92)

d ^ dN
dx

dx

1
T

M+

T]J
edwL

+^((/y + Pt + -rE* -(Po'- + Pt + •••)£*•
+{Po + PR + — ) ' E ~ — (Pq

.91)

+...)£'']

(2.93)
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Another approximation is to adiabatically eliminate the polarization. This as
sumes that the polarization is proportional to the electric field. Thus the time
dependent polarization is approximately

(2.94)
The resulting laser equations are

rib dE^

±

dE^
2ko dx
I .. ^0^6

^ \ (wt.-. iV)£'''' - aint E^

(2.95)
(2.96)

dt
K=

(2.97)

where u-v is the center (reference) frequency. Of course \ can be e.xpressed in terms
of the gain and refractive index functions

\(u.'. N { t ) ) = - ^ [ i g i N ) + A'An(iV)]

(2.9S)

Both the gain and change in refractive index can be calculated from the semicon
ductor Bloch equations or measured directly from the laser material (see section
2.1.1). The functions can. then be approximated using a spline fit.

For a laser

where N is close to a fixed value Ntr^ we can use the phenomenological optical
susceptibility discussed earlier

X(a.NiV) = i —aaN — ia{N — Ntr)

(2.99)
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where K = uJcn-blc. a is the linear gain coefficient, a is the linewiclth enhancement
factor. 7 is the gain bandwidth, and

is the frequency describing the fast oscilla

tions of the field. This parabolic approximation is accurate only close to the peak
gain, but since the mode spacing is small compared to the gain bandwidth, the
region of validity encompasses sufficiently many modes to reliably describe multimode dynamics. If it is necessary to resolve modes far from peak gain a higher
order polynomial expansion in u.' is required to properly fit the true gain dispersion.
In order to transform the gain dispersion from the frequency domain to the
longitudinal wave vector domain we make use of the dispersion relation
k.c

(2.100)

Thus when the inverse Fourier transform is taken, the gain dispersion is in terms
of spatial derivatives, which are easier to handle numerically. The final equations
are:

riidF OF
c dt ^ dz
c di

dz

h' (?
GD = 1 + — — ( 2 . 1 0 4 )
with boundary conditions
F { z = {)) = s [ R , B { Z = Q)

B ( z = L) = V ^ F ( z = L) + Fir^jit)

(2.105)
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where Ri and Ro are the intensity facet reflectivities. Here. Finj{t) is either an
external injection term or a delayed feedback term, depending on the particular
system under consideration.

2.2.2

Coupled Mode Model

While this set of equations is already in a much simpler and more manageable
form than the original system of Maxwell's equations coupled to the semiconductor
Bloch equations, it is still very unwieldy for analysis. For analysis it is easier to
do a mode decomposition. This results in a system of coupled ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) for each longitudinal field mode and carrier grating mode. While
not as compact as the PDE notation, it has the advantage of having established
methods for finding analytic solutions and performing stability analysis. Through
out this dissertation we will perform computation on the PDE model and discuss
analytic results on a truncated version of the coupled mode model.
The derivation of the coupled mode model is lengthy, however the steps are
relatively straight forward. First one removes the exponential field dependence due
to the unequal facet reflectivities of the cavity using an exact change of variables.
This simplifies the boundary conditions, forcing

to be equal at the facets. Next

we unfold the cavity, making the effective domain twice the length of the original
cavity. This gives a single field variable which is now periodic. The price of the
transformation is that the carrier equations becomes non-local in z. After this the
variables are decomposed using standard Fourier analysis [ICS].
Om- starting point is the system of counter-propagating, slowly varying envelope
equations where the polarization has been adiabatically eliminated and replaced
with the phenomenological optical susceptibility y:
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dE^
at

c dE^
c i d^E^
T~ =
—T~>
rib oz
nb Iko axf*

c
nb

.

ft

+ — — { ( A ' - N t r ) G D - /QiV} E ^
Ub 2
^-An ^
di
dx
dx

•/
edwL

I
-

(2.106)

y

- .\\r) [lE+r- + \E-\']

(2.107)

E+(.- = 0) = -^/RlE-{= = 0)

(2.10S)

E-(: = L) = - y / K + ^ 2 F [ N j

(2.109)

Starting from the the PDE model with the injection term specifically included in
the boundary conditions allows us to use the same form of injection from the PDE
in a coupled mode model. When we perform the coupled mode decomposition,
the appropriate scaling will appear explicitly as a term multiplying

We could

have including the scaling implicitly in the injection term, but this would make a
comparison to the PDE model confusing.
First we must remove the injection term from the boundary conditions. Should
we leave the injection present in the boundary conditions, the change of variables
needed to make the fields equal at the facets will spread the injection term through
out the whole of the laser cavity. This becomes very difficult to work with, obscuring
the true spatially local nature of the injection term. Fortunately it is always pos
sible to rewrite boundary conditions as source terms in the PDE using Dirac delta
functions [103]. Care must be taken to appropriately scale the new source so that
the original boundary condition is preserved. In our system the field equations
become:
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(2-110)

(2.111)

£+(r = 0) = -^,E-(= = 0)

(2.112)

E-{= = L ) = - / ^ i E - ' i z = L)

(2.113)

Where To is the intensity transmittivity corresponding to the facet with reflectivity
R-z defined as To = I — Ro- Notice that the new source term has the correct units
of L-^ since the Dirac delta function has units inverse of its argument, which in
this case is length.
.N^ow we can make a change of variables removing the exponential longitudinal
field shape in the cavity.

E+'=-eH""«£+

(2.114)

V

=

(2.115)
v = RI

(2.116)

R = ^RiR2

(2.117)

The inverse transform is

£+ = ye-H
E- = --e^V^E-'
V

(2.118)
(2.119)
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Direct substitution into the boundary conditions shows that in the new variables
the fields are equal at the boundaries.

£+'{; = 0) = -£+(r = 0) =
E-'(z = L) =

= 0) = E-'(z = 0)

(2.120)

= L) = - ^ E - { = = L)
Rj Rj
= \^iE^[= = L) =

(2.121)

In the new variables the derivatives become

-J- =

dE~

dz^

'"«£•+ +
1 In /? I l-lnftn '

4 r-

(2.122)
1

L

dz
(2.124)

9'E- ^
dz^

l(ln/?)n
4
V

, _ ln£1 i f
L V
—
V

(

dz
2

.
az^

1

2

5

)

.All other derivatives behave identically in the new variables. Note that had injection
been kept in the boundary conditions, the time derivatives would operate on the
injection term. If the injection amplitude is steady (or the time dependence is a
fixed frequency) then there is no problem. However for the case of feedback the
time derivative of the injection term is very complicated (essentially a copy of the
set of coupled ODEs at the previous time). While numerically it is easy to handle
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by storing not only the field at each time step but also its time derivative, analysis
on the feedback system would become impossible.
Making the change of variables to the system of equations, factoring out common
terms, and dropping the ' gives

dE+
c dE+
+
^
at
tib az

dEdt

cllnR^.
nb2 L

c i 52£+
c
c
—T"^
+ —
2A.-0 oxrib
iib
Va
^ {{iV - N t r ) G D - i a N } £+

c dE
c 1 In /2 __
—
r 7 E
Ub d z
Ub 2 L

c i d^E
T ~
nb 2kQ dx^

(2.126)

c
c
OiintE 4"
nb
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^{{M-Ntr)GD-iaN} E-

(2.127)
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^ - Ao, —

dt

'Icbhuo

a(iV - N t r )

CD = 1 +

—

edwL

dx ^ dx

iV

T

I

hbar' c- 1 (In /?)* [nR d
9
T 4~T'
^
T
£:+(r = 0) = £"-(; =0)
E-(z + L)=E^[z = L)

(2.128)

(2.129)
(2.130)
(2.131)

While the change of variables makes the boundary conditions equivalent to a
perfect cavity, a cavity loss term of ^la Rf L now appear explicitly in the equations.
This spreads the loss evenly across both fields along the entire cavity and is the usual
way of including cavity effects in completely phenomenological laser models. .-Vgain
it is interesting to note that in the boundary conditions this loss was localized at
the facets, exactly as the injection was. Had we treated the injection term similarly
with a change of variables it too would be spread throughout the cavity (and among
both counter propagating fields). We could also have included the facet effects as
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a localized loss term as was done for the injection. Both approaches are physically
and mathematically correct. The motivation here is to derive a model which is
similar to traditional coupled mode laser models based on more phenomenological
arguments.
The ne.xt step is to unfold the cavity. By making the domain length twice as long
we can define a single field variable which contains both the forward and backward
field.

E ' ( x . z . t ) = E + U . z J ) . ce[0,Z:]

(2.i:}2)

= E - ( x . : . t ) , ce[-/:.0)

(2.l:W)

This new variable has the advantage that it is now periodic on the domain [—L. L].
Periodicity will allow us to perform a Fourier decomposition into the longitudinal
modes. .V' is similarly defined as

N'ix.zJ) =

zt[O.L]

(2.134)

= N { x . z . t ) . zt[-L.O)

(2.135)

The derivation of a set of PDEs in the new variables requires the intermediate
step of changing c —y —r in the E~ equations:

dE~
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ni, 2kq ax^
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ni,

c
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^ { { N - N,^)GD -i a N } E ns

(2.136)
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Except for the injection terra this is identical to the equations for
E~ is only valid on the range c = [—/^.O) while

. However

is valid on the interval [0. L\.

Adding the injection term with the Dirac delta function multiplying it to the f"*"
equation still gives the same equations since (J(c + L) = 0 on [0. £).
Thus we have

OE '
dt

.j

OE'
Tib d :
C

—

i D^E'
rib 2Ao OxC

c ,
rib

>

^

c
rib

^ { ( i V - N , r )GD - i a N ' } E' - -YJT.8 { z +

/

(2.137)
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rif) w la

(—.13b)

The N equation poses some difficulties since it will become non-local in the new
variable E'. That is at a given z. iV'(r) will depend on E' [z] and E'{ — Z), On the
interval [0. L] we have
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^
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The new equations of motion are (dropping ')
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(2.140)
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X { { N - N t r ) G D - i a N } E - — J t A z + L )ve^T ^''^Fiinj
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dN
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J
I
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+M--r'''
X

tQC

,

(2.141)

^
- •"•-^

+ ^(1 - 0(--)) |E(;)|Vti"«

(2.142)

+ (^0(--) + i.-(l - 0(--))) |£(-.-)pet'""
Where 0(c) is the step function defined as

0(c) = 1 i f

c>0

(2.143)

0(r)=O if

z<Q

(2.144)

The advantage of this change of variables is that now the variables E and N are
periodic on the domain [—L. L]. This allows us to Fourier decompose the variables:

(2.145)

E(x.z.t)
fjl

(2.146)
II
_ 3

N{x.:.t)

(2.147)
c

^

I
^
— ""m

(2.149)

^

(2.150)

nb

'

(2.14S)

—

n
Tib

Where 5 is the detuning of the zeroth mode from the peak gain in GHz (which we
have implicitly taken to be the reference frequency).
The z and t derivatives now become
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Looking first at the E equation, we have
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By using the orthogonah'ty properties of the Fourier decomposition

)-"(/; =

2LSm-n

We can project out the nth mode simply by multiplying with e
integrating from -L to L

c t
dE„
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(2.157)
and then
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At this point the summation is trivial. Performing the summation and factoring
t

out the term

gives
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Now we do the same expansion for the carriers. Substituting in the Fourier
decomposed variables gives
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As before we project out the nth mode by integrating over the unfolded cavity.
However we have additional z dependence in the carrier-intensity interaction term.
To handle these terms we use the relations
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Both the electric field equations and the carrier equations contain rapidly oscil
lating terms. Since the mode spacing is on the order of 100 GHz, these oscillatory
terms have periods or 10 ps - much faster than the individual mode dynamics. As
a further simplification we can replace these with delta functions. Note that Finj{t)
can be Fourier decomposed in time as
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Finiit) = E
m

(2.166)

Finj is still the same term, as appears in the PDE model. The only difference is
that we have Fourier decomposed the multimode form present in the PDE model
into its component longitudinal modes to make the coupled mode model appear
simpler. This is not a necessary step and the injection can be kept multimode. In
the case of feedback, as discussed below, it is preferable to keep the injection term
multimode.
.A, simpler form of the ec[uations becomes
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^n+m-lElEl

Lm

With this approximation the injection couples like frequencies to like frequencies.
Injected energy does not seed other modes. Thus one might assume that in the
case of feedback where there is initially only a single mode active, no energy will
be coupled into adjacent modes from the feedback. This is inaccurate since the
approximation breaks down in the case of delayed external optical feedback. .A.s
will be shown in the next chapter, each mode pulses chaotically with the pulse
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occurring on the 10 ps time scale. Since the dynamics are on the same scale as the
oscillatory terms, the oscillatory terms cannot be eliminated. In that case it is easy
to see how adjacent modes can be excited by single mode feedback.

2.2.3

Single and Two Mode Models

There are many standard models which can now be easily written down. The
most common is the mean field model where we assume that all of the energy is in
the fundamental modes (5 = 0)
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Using the coupled mode model we can write down equations for a two mode
system without diffraction and for perfectly reflecting mirrors ( R = I)
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For analysis purposes throughout this dissertation we will apply the scaling
found in appendix A. This decreases the number of parameters present. Start
ing from the scaled PDE in equation A.2 and working through the coupled mode
analysis gives
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2.2.4

Kink Instability

Semiconductor lasers exhibit an inherent instability in which energy from higher
frequency modes is transfered to lower frequency modes. This process was first
investigated in Kerr materials [34] and later discovered for semiconductors [35].
Without including the effects of gain or gain dispersion, these studies showed that
the presence of energy' in a single mode at a certain frequency caused a transfer of
energy to lower frequency modes, .\dding gain dispersion, we find that there e.xists
a threshold field intensity which must be reached before energy is transfered from
the higher frequency to the lower frequency. This manifests itself most obviously
in our simulations through a mode hop near threshold. Initially, just above the
solitary laser threshold, the laser has its energ\' concentrated in the longitudinal
mode whose frequency is closest to the gain peak [shown as stars in Fig. 2.4]. .As
the current pumping is increased, the laser e.xperiences a shift in frequency to the
adjacent lower frequency longitudinal mode [shown as triangles in Fig. 2.4]. The
specific current pumping level at which this occurs depends on the curvature of
the gain dispersion. Larger curvature (narrower gain bandwidth) induces a mode
hop at a higher current pumping. By comparing the onset of this mode hop to
experiment, we are able to fit the effective gain dispersion curvature.
We will look at the case where all of the energy is in the upper mode. The
corresponding cw solution is given by
eo =
e_i = 0
no = nth
wi =0

(2.175)
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Figure 2.4: The numerically computed LI curve and the observed mode hop between
60 and 65 mA. Stars indicate energy is in the mode with a frequency of 29.3 GHz
while triangles indicate energy is in the mode with a frequency of -137.6 GHz.
To perform a stability analysis we make the ansatz

eo-> (I+Aeo).-le'-"

(2.176)
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where nth and u! are defined from the algebraic relation
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Q = j-jntK-{nth-\)A^

(2.181)

The equation of motion for the perturbation variables to first order is
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We first notice that the variable

A
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+ TAnf - [nth - l).-V'Ae^i (2.188)
does not appear anywhere in the right hand

side of the linearized equations. Thus we can decouple

A

cq

from the equations as

its dynamics will be slaved to the other variables. Thus to find the stability of the
solution with all of the energy in the upper mode we must compute to eigenvalues
of the 6x6 matri.x
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A similar linearization and matri.K can be derived for the solution where all of
the energy is in the lower frequency mode.
Figure 2.5 summarizes the results of our numerical stability analysis. For the
case Gd = 0 we find that the real part of one of the eigenvalues (not shown in the
figure for clarity) changes from positive to negative values at Jth, indicating that
the laser is switching on. .Also at Jth, the real part of a second eigenvalue (shown
as a dashed line in Fig. 2.5(b)) changes from negative to positive values. Thus, the
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Figure 2.5: The real part of the eigenvalue responsible for the mode hop for G,I =
4.S X 10"*^ (solid) and for G'j = 0 (dashed). With the inclusion of the gain dispersion
the the upper mode is stable during a small window after threshold. The eigenvalue
responsible for the laser switch on is not shown for clarity.
solution with all the energy in the upper mode is unstable for ail values of J. since
always at least one eigenvalue has a positive real part. .A, similar analysis for the
case when all of the energy is in the lower mode shows that this solution is stable
for all values of J > Jth' It is interesting to note that without gain dispersion, this
shift of energy from a higher mode to a lower mode would continue indefinitely
towards lower frequencies.
When Gu = 4.8 x 10"" we see that the real part of the second eigenvalue (shown
as solid line in Fig. 2.5(b)) (the one which changed from negative to positive at
Jth for Gtt = 0) is lowered by a fixed amount. .As a consequence, a small range
of current pumping levels Jth < J < 1.02Jth exists, in which the upper mode is
stable. This clearly shows that the gain dispersion is indeed responsible for the
observed mode hop. Furthermore, the amount by which the eigenvalue is lowered
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is proportional to Gd demonstrating that for larger values of Gd the mode hop will
occur at larger values of ./.
Next we directly integrate the coupled mode model. This provides the link
between the two mode analysis performed above and the full multimode PDE model
used in most of the computation. First we integrate a two mode model with no
gain dispersion just above the laser threshold. Initially all of the laser energy is in
the 0th order mode. As predicted from the above analysis, after a short amount
of time all of the energy is transfered to the lowest order mode (in this case to the
-1 mode, see figure 2.6). Observation of the first order grating term in the carriers
shows that when the energy is dynamically transfered between the modes there
e.xists a small grating induced in the carriers. This grating is only a few percent
in magnitude of the fundamental carrier density term and so is hard to detect in
the full PDE. We thus infer that the grating is responsible for the flow of energy
between the modes.
For the three mode case, direct numerical integi-ation shows that the 0th order
mode (now flanked by the -I mode and +1 mode) becomes marginally stable. If
the system is initialized with all of the energy in the 0th mode the energy will stay
in the 0th mode. Even with the inclusion of noise, when the system is inialized
with all the energy in the 0th mode, the energy stays in the 0th. However if all
of the modes are seeded from noise initially we see that the -I mode becomes the
lasing mode (figure 2.7). This implies that the solution corresponding to all of the
energy in the 0th mode is marginally stable with a small basin of attraction. In
the 3 mode case it is interesting to note that there exists finite energy in the +1
mode. When gain dispersion is taken to be non-zero, this small amount of energy
disappears.
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Figure 2.6: Numerically integrated two mode model with no gain dispersion, (a)
Initially all energy is in the zeroth order mode. After a short time energy- is transfered to the -1 mode, (b) When there is a transfer of energy from the 0th order
mode to the next lower mode the first order grating term becomes non-zero.
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Figure 2.7: Numerically integrated three mode model with no gain dispersion. All
modes are seeded from noise. The lowest order -I mode is the final lasing mode.
There also exists a finite amount of power in the +1 mode.
We inferred from the above analysis that with no gain dispersion energy would
continue indefinitely hopping from a higher mode to a lower mode, stopping only
where the modes are truncated. To verify this we directly integrate a 5 mode model
where all of the energy is initially in the +2 mode. .After a short amount of time
the energy begins to move rapidly down the ladder of modes until settling in the
-2 mode (see figure 2.S). Looking at the carrier terms we see that there exists a
first and second order grating. It is interesting to note that initially there is a
strong coupling of energy between the +2 mode and +1 mode, corresponding to
the existence of only a first order grating term. .At the onset of the second order
grating term there is a rapid increase in the rate at which energy enters the 0 mode
and energy begins flowing into the initially non-lasing -1 and -2 modes.
When gain dispersion is added to the 5 mode model, the transfer of energy is
halted before the lowest mode is reached (figure 2.9). Initially all of the energy is in
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Figure 2.S: Laser modes and carrier gratings calculated when there is no gain
dispersion. The laser was initially started with all of the energy in the +2 mode.
.A.s time progresses the energy is coupled down to the lowest order mode (here -2).
The coupling is not only due to first order grating terms but second order grating
terms play a role as well.
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the +1 mode. Due to the gain dispersion energy transfer begins almost immediately,
with the 0 mode beginning to lase first. This is because the 0 mode is preferred
naturally, being at the peak gain. .A.!! of the modes show lasing but eventually
damp out leaving only the 0 mode. The presence of second order gratings helps
couple energy into the lowest two modes despite their unpreferred stability.
Finally we show that with a gain dispersion width of 50 mev we can reproduce
the observed mode hop from the fundamental mode to the ne.xt lower mode (figure
2.10). .A. mode hop occurs between 65 and 70 m.A. compared to a mode hop between
60 and 65 m.A when computed using the PDE model. The observed mode hop
depends on the number of modes taken in the model. For example with only two
modes the mode hop occurs between 60 and 65 m.A while for three modes the mode
hop is between 70 and 75 m.A. .As more modes are taken the mode hop converges
towards the value predicted by the PDE model. From this we can infer that even
modes with a large detuning from the peak gain have an alfect on the relative gain
seen by the modes closest to the gain peak.
While this analysis is currently lacking terms corresponding to the e.xtemal
injection and feedback it does show that the multimode dynamics can be altered
by the addition of gain dispersion. The ne.xt chapter will investigate the affects of
gain dispersion on multi-mode dynamics when injection and feedback are included.
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Figure 2.10: LI curved calculated using a five mode model. Stars indicate that the
laser is lasing in the fundamental mode while triangles indicate that the laser is
lasing in the -1 mode.
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CHAPTER 3
Chaotic Semiconductor Lasers
Semiconductor lasers operate in a single longitudinal cavity mode when running
stably, and it was assumed that when chaotic instabilities were induced (either
from external injection or from delayed feedback) that the lasers would continue to
lase in a single mode. However, recent theory and e.Kperiment [S3. 75. 26. 27] have
shown that this assumption is not always correct. Indeed, as we will demonstrate
below, multi-longitudinal mode dynamics are of great importance in understanding
the chaotic dynamics of semiconductor lasers. What sets semiconductor lasers
apart from other multimode laser systems, e.g.. solid-state lasers, is a broad gain
spectnim. Typically, the gain bandwidth is 2-3 THz while the longitudinal mode
spacings are 100-200 GHz. Thus, many modes have nearly equal levels of gain and
the interplay between them can be quite complex.
Mode hopping has been observed in solitary semiconductor lasers as the pump
current or the temperature of the laser are varied [5l]-[55] or due to external feed
back from a reflector [56]. The physical cause of mode-hopping has been widely
attributed to nonlinear gain and it has been shown that including the nonlinear
gain into numerical computations is sufficient to induce mode-hopping, yet the
origin of the nonlinearity is not entirely understood. Some authors attribute the
nonlinearity in the gain to spectral hole burning (where one depletes carriers at
a single frequency) and longitudinal mode beating that modulate the refractive
index [51], [53], [54], others attribute the nonlinear gain to dynamic carrier heat
ing effects [57]. Here we wiU show that mode hopping is independent of nonlinear

I I

gain effects, demonstrating mode hops in a linear gain context with simple gain
dispersion included.

3.1

Basic Theory

Before going into the details of the two systems, injection chaos and feedback
chaos, it it necessary to review techniques for quantifying chaos. This is an ever
changing and rapidly e.xpanding field of research so a thorough review would be
ambitious. Instead we will focus on defining the techniques used in this dissertation.
The definition of the Liapunov exponent
tory

X+W

it

of a trajectory x and nearby trajec

is

lim

t-fcc

d{t) = ||it;(0||

There are as many Liapunov exponents in a system as there are degrees of freedom
(or directions in phase space). In bounded non-chaotic systems, all crs are less than
or equal to 0. indicating exponential attraction to a single fi.xed point. If just one a
is greater than 0 then exponential divergence of trajectories e.xists and the system
may be chaotic.
To calculate the Liapunov exponent numerically we must calculate the quantity
d{t). The difficulty is that d{t) increases exponentially with t leading to overflow
and other computational errors. To prevent this problem a small fixed time interval
T is chosen. Each r time steps w(t) is renormaiized to unity.
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4 = IK-i(r)||

(3.3)

Wk-l{T)
lyjt(O) = —

{3.4)

4

where a'fc(r) is obtained from direct numerical integration starting with the initial
vahie LUk{0) along the trajectory x(kT) to x({k + l)r). The numerically calculated
Liapunov exponent is

r„ = — ^ In di

(3.5)

for T not too large it can be shown that

= lim = <7i
n-¥'-Xi

(3.6)

which is the largest Liapunov exponent. Thus if ai is negative there exists no
positive Liapunov exponents and the dynamics are not chaotic. However if ai
is positive then there exists at least one direction of exponential growth and the
dynamics may be chaotic.
Boundedness is shown by explicitly calculating a bounding function. A bounding
function determines a region in phase space from which trajectories never leave.
Theorem 3.1 Let D

C

be a simply connected, compact domain and V : R.^

R a continuously differentiable function. Suppose that for each k > 0, V'k = (ar G
/2"|V'(x) < k} is a simply connected, bounded domain with V'k C VV- If there exists
K > 0 such that D C

and S > 0 such that V (ar) < —S < 0 for all x £ RP' f D then

f o r a l l X t h e r e e x i s t s t { x ) > 0 s u c h t h a t <t>{x,t) € V K f o r a l l t > t { x ) .
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A proof can be found in [109]. So by finding a function V'(ar) for which, over a region
where V{x) < k (where k can be any positive number), V'(x) is strictly negative we
have found a bounding function. Any trajectory which enters the region of phase
space V(.v) < k will remain within that region for all time.
Most theory has dealt with low dimensional chaotic systems, that is systems
with a single positive Liapunov exponent. Systems with more than one Liapunov
exponent are said to be hyper-chaotic. As the number of Liapunov exponents grows
so to does the dimension of the attractor. The Liapunov dimension is a measure
of the attractor dimension. It is a direct measure of the number of directions with
exponential growth. The definition given says let ai > ... >

be the Liapunov

exponents of a system. Let j be the largest integer such that cr,, +... -f- cr^ > 0. The
the Liapunov dimension is

ki+il
If no such j exists then

is defined to be 0.

Of course the Liapunov dimension is difficult to calculate directly as it involves
computation of many separate Liapunov exponents. The correlation dimension
is a lower bound on the Liapunov dimension. Thus the number of directions of
exponential growth is greater than or equal to the correlation dimension. Let N(t)
be the number of volume elements of size c needed to cover the attractor. .As we
refine the covering, making e smaller, the correlation dimension is defined as [99]

Dc = lim

In
In e

P?
'

(3.8)

so

where Pi is the probability that a point of the attractor will be contained in the
covering. Physically this corresponds to the basic definition of geometric dimension,
that is how does the covering of an object scale.
Fortunately the correlation dimension is easy to compute using the correlation.
C(e) = lim;v-+cc

{the number of pairs of points

such that ((x,- — i,j(| < e}.

then

=

<->0

In e

(3,a)

C [ c ) can be easily calculated as the number .Vr(e) of inter-point distances, rij =
liar,- — Xj||, for which rij < e. In this case C(e) = Nr(c)/N'^.

3.2

Injection Chaos

Semiconductor lasers are widely used as coherent light sources in technological
applications such as optical communications. For high speed and reliable transmis
sion of data it is essential that the semiconductor laser exhibits stable single mode
operation with a narrow linewidth and may be modulated at high frequencies with
little chirping. It was found that injection locking of a slave laser to a master laser
may enhance the spectral stability of a laser significantly. The injection locked
slave laser exhibits stable single mode operation for a specific locking band region
[40], its linewidth may be reduced significantl\'[41]. the chirping is minimized in
modulated semiconductor lasers [42] and also squeezing can be realized [43].
To employ this locking technique successfully it is essential to know the stability
boimdaries for a laser subject to optical injection and to understand the underlying
dynamical properties beyond these boundaries. There are two parameters which
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have a direct effect on injection locking and its stability - injection strength and
detuning of the injection laser frequency from the free running slave laser frequency.
The inject ion-lock band was investigated by many authors experimentally, numer
ically and analytically [40], [44]-[29] and was found to be asymmetric due to the
coupling of the phase and amplitude as e.xpressed by the linewidth enhancement
factor a. Unstable behavior is especially found for positive detunings, meaning the
master laser is detuned to the shorter wavelength with respect to the slave laser.
In this regime multimode operation and leakage of energy into sidemodes has been
observed by [47] and [50].

3.2.1

Single Mode Analysis

Previous studies of injection chaos in the semiconductor laser have focused on
single mode dynamics. Before analyzing the full multimode case for the semicon
ductor laser with injection, we will review what is known from the single mode
case. In the next section we will how how the multimode laser differs from the
single mode case.
VVe use the mean field equations in a scaled form since they are convenient
(see .Appendix .A.i). In addition we include a phase term in the electric field to
compensate for the change in wavelength due to the alpha factor. The injection is
also assumed to be at the same frequency as the free nmning laser. The equations
are

= «:r[( AT — 1) — i R N ] E — ( q

iu:)E + b

(3.10)
(3.11)

here « is a scaling factor. F is the confinement factor. R is the linevvidth enhance
ment factor, a is the internal losses, a; is the alpha pulling frequency, b is the
injection. J is the current pumping, and 7 is the non-radiative recombination.
Fixed points are most easily described by changing to an amplitude/phase form

E^AoAe'^

(3.12)

N ^ No + n

(3.13)
(3.1-1)

Now the variables A. A and n are all real. .4o and .Vq are the solitary laser solutions
given as

/Vo = ;^+l

(3.15)

-4-^

(3.16)

^' = -KrRNo

(3.1

The solitary lasing solution is degenerate in the phase. Here we are picking one
particular solution from a family of solutions, that is the solution where the phase
is taken to be zero. The choice of phase will not affect the solutions and stability
of the system since the injection will break the phase degeneracy.
Setting the derivatives to zero and solving the resulting algebraic equations
(using the result that the solitary lasing solution solves the same set of equations
without injection) we find from the field equation that

= —6 cos A

(3.18)
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—KrRnAoA = 6 sin A

(3.19)

Giving the condition on the phase as

A =tan 'R

(3.20)

Note that this is only true with injection. If 6 = 0 then in deriving this condition
we would have to divide by zero. It is the inclusion of injection which breaks the
phase degeneracy even though the phase does not depend on the strength of the
injection.
There are two different soUitions corresponding to which quadrant the phase is
fixed in. The "in phase" soUition will refer to when the phase is fi.xed between 0
and 7r/2 (quadrant I of the complex plane) while "out of phase" will refer to the
phase being fixed between ~ and 37r/2 (quadrant III of the complex plane). This
is to denote that when the phase is in quadrant I it is closest to the phase of the
injected light and when it is quadrant III it is nearly opposite the phase of the
injection.
To solve for the amplitude we square both equations and add. This eliminates
the phase term and gives for the amplitude

.4^

bK2r2n2.4g(l + RY

(3.2i)

Solving for the n variable is now straight forward and gives the equation

(J - 7iVo - 7n)K2r2n^42(l + R^) = b''{No + n -1)

(3.22)

S4

This is a cubic equation in n. While solutions do exist it is not very instructive to
solve explicitly for them. Instead we will look asymptotically at large and small b.
As 6 —>• oc the bracket term on the right hand side must go to zero to balance the
finite left hand side. Using the definition of .-lo and 'Vo we find that n = 1 — Ao or
that /V = 1. This corresponds to the carriers being at transparency.
Substituting into the amplitude expression gives

K2n(J-7.'Vo)-( I + /?•')

(3.2.3)

We see that .4 is proportional to 6. In the case of strong injection the laser ceases
to lase and instead is locked to just the light being injected into the cavity.
.>Jext we look at the case where 6 is small. In this regime we do an order
e.xpansion in b. keeping only the lowest order terms. This gives that

(3.24)
(3.25)

Here the solution is close to the original solitary laser solution. The affect of
the injection is to break the degeneracy of the phase without changing the laser
dynamics.
Next to investigate stability we slightly perturb the steady state solutions.

E^{l-\-5E)E
iV

iV + SN

(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28)
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Substituting and eliminating the zeroth order solutions gives

dt

= ^.r(l - IR)8NE - bSE

(3.29)

Providing that \E\'- does not equal 0 we can multiply by E' and divide through
by the intensity to get

(3.30)
The assumption that |£|- 7^ 0 is not as obvious as it seems. When the laser is
in a stable regime then it is true. However when the laser is in a chaotic regime
it e.xhibits pulses. While the intensity may get very small in between pulses it
is not obvious whether it reaches or crosses zero. Should the intensity become
zero it would imply that the phase is undefined at that point. One could imagine
that the laser hops to a different phase solution. Should the laser dynamics jump
to another solution then our linear solution is no longer the correct solution and
the stability analysis is invalid. Thus in the chaotic regime our linear equations
are not accurate if the laser intensity passes through zero and the phase becomes
momentarily undefined.
We derive similar equations for 5E' and 5N:

(3.31)
(3.32)
The eigenvalue equation for this system of coupled linear ODEs is
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-A -

(-A - 7 - |E|') + (.V - l)|£r'Kr( 1 + i R ]

m-.
+/cr( 1 - i R ) f-A -

(iV - l)|£p = 0 (3.3:!)

which is cubic in A. There are two limiting cases wc will analyze - for large and
small b.
When b is large, iV -» 1 and the eigenvalue equation becomes

~

i^)

~ i^)

~^~

°

With eigenvalues

-bE' -bE

We see that the solution is stable when the real part of the electric field is greater
than zero. This corresponds to the '"in phase" solution. Our conclusion is that the
cavity field is slaved to the injected field with a slight phase difference due to the
linewidth enhancement factor.
Next we study the case where b is small. Here we assume that the eigenvalues
will deviate only slightly from the b=0 case. The eigenvalue equation for 6 = 0 is

-A^ - X'^\E\'^ - A2/cr(iV - 1)1£:|2 = 0
It is obvious that

A

q

(3.36)

= 0 is an eigenvalue. The corresponding eigenvector is

(1,-1,0) which describes phase rotations. As expected we recover that the phase
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is marginally stable, giving degenerate solutions. If the stability of this eigenvector
changes then the phase degeneracy will be broken.
The other two eigenvectors are the complex pair

A± = —i

)

The term under the square-root is always less than \E\^ provided N — L > 0. In
the lasing regime this is always true. Hence the eigenvalues have negative real part
and are stable. A small change in their value does not affect their stability so we
will concentrate on what happens to the

A

q

eigenvalue.

Substituting Ao = 0 + 5X along with the previous solutions for small b gives to
lowest order

(-«-^)(-v-i)|Ep«r(i+i/i)
+ (-iA -

(!V - lllEpKH I - i R ] = 0

which gives as a solution

bRe{E) , .bRImiE)

Solutions are stable if the real part of E is positive. Again this corresponds to the
"in phase" solution being stable and the "out of phase" solution being unstable.
What we know is that for small and large injection the "in phase" solution is
stable. At this point we do not know what happens for moderate values of injection.
This is the region where we suspect chaos. To investigate this region we turn to

ss

a readily available software package for studying dynamical systems - Auto [110].
Auto is especially useful as it can follow fixed points, tracking changes in stability
and bifurcations.
Using .A.UTO we investigated the intermediate regime of moderate injection.
Tracking the fi.xed point we obtained for small injection we see that there are two
branches - the stable "in phase" solution and the unstable "out of phase" solution.
The "in phase" solution undergoes a Hopf bifurcation which gives oscillatory solu
tions. It then enters a period doubling regime until .A-UTO is unable to continue
tracking the solution. In this regime there are no fi.xed points. Given the previous
period doubling cascade and the lack of fixed points we suspect that this region
is chaotic. Figure 3.1 shows how the laser amplitude changes through each of the
regions of the period doubling cascade identified using .AUTO.
Starting from the large injection side we see a nearly identical picture. The
stable branch undergoes a Hopf bifurcation which leads to a period doubling cascade
before entering the same region where .AUTO is unable to continue. It is interesting
to note that the period doubling cascade is much longer coming from the high
injection side than it is coming from the weak injection side.
We now have completely described the dynamics except for a small region of
phase space which we suspect to be chaotic. Numerically integrating the system
in the suspected chaotic region allows us to calcidate the Liapunov exponents. To
calculated the Liapunov e.xponent we must re-write the system as an autonomous
system, that is with no explicit time dependence in the injection. The system is

^ = Kr[ ( N - 1) - iRN\E - a E + be'^
at

(3.40)
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Figure 3.1: Numerical time traces of the laser amplitude going through the period
doubling cascade. Top: Stable output of the laser with weak injection (b=0.004).
Second Row: Hopf bifurcation with the laser amplitude undergoing periodic oscil
lations (b=0.017). Third Row: First period doubling bifurcation (b=0.0l9). The
laser now has two local minima and two local maxima. Bottom: The laser has now
entered a potentially chaotic state (b=0.049). There is no discernible period and
the fluctuations appear to be random.
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Figure 3.2; Numerically computed bifurcation diagram for injection strength (b)
vs. real part of the electric field (ER). Solid circles indicate stable periodic orbits
and open circles indicate unstable periodic orbits. Negatiive values of b correspond
to a 7r phase shift in the injection. The top figure shows that there exists a period
doubling cascade for both small and moderate injection strengths. The bottom
figure is a detail of the period doubling cascade coming from large inj*ection. Note
that only the upper branch of periodic orbits are shown.
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cl

= K-r[(iV - 1) + iRN]E' - aE' +

(3.41)

^^^ = J-7/V-(/V-1)£E-

(3.42)

at

(10

where u! is the alpha pulling frequency.
Now suppose two different orbits, jtq and I'l = jtq +

vvhere x is the vector

E. E'. N.6. The linear equation for Ax is

clAE

= Kr[(iVo - I) - iRNo\AE - a A E

+«r[l - iR\EoAN + ibe'^'AO
(lAE'

(3.44)

= /cr[(:Vo - I) + iRNa\AE' - a A E '

+«r[l + iR\ElAN + ibe-'^°AO

(3.45)

= (7 - EoE-)AN - {No - l){EoAE; + E;AE)

(3.46)

=0

(3.47)

(it

The largest Liapunov exponent is given by

a i =—

(

3

.

4

S

)

.=1
where r is the renormalization time and dk is the renormalized difference tra
jectory

4=lkfc-i(r)||
"^(O) =

(3.49)
(3.50)

dk
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Figure 3.3: Grapti showing the renormalizecl e.xponential divergence of two arbitrary
trajectories as a function of time. The graph reaches a fixed value of appro.ximately
0.01. which corresponds to the largest Liapunov e.xponent. Since this e.xponent is
positive we conclude that there is e.xponential divergence of the two trajectories
and the system is a candidate for chaos.
Figure 3.3 shows the results of the calculation. We see that there is one positive
Liapunov exponent in this region, demonstrating the needed exponential divergence
if chaos is to exist. The final step is to show that the trajectories in this region are
bounded.
Constructing bounding functions is not a straightforward task. There exists no
algebraic method guaranteed to arrive at a bounding function. Instead we use trial
and error to discover a candidate function. The first step in finding our bounding
function is to make our system of equations as simple as possible through further
scaling.
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,V = «:(iV-I)-a

(3.51)

E' = Ee-'^*

(3.52)

u; = (a + K)R

(3.53)

/ = ./-70 + l)

(3.54)

=I
K

(3.55)

K =K

(3.56)

7'

Substituting and dropping the ' gives

'I^ = {l-iR)NE + b
at

'•^ = .1- 7.'V - /c(.'V +

(3.57)
(3.58)

Further we will deal with these equations in their real form

clEn
dt

= NEr^- RNEi^b

(lEi

= -RNER + NE,

(3.60)

=J-^N-K{N^a){El^E])

(3.61)

dt
d 'V

^

dt

(3.59)

Our candidate bounding function V is

•IV = a{El + Ej) + {N + cf

(3.62)

Where a and c axe arbitrary constants, the values of which we will determine as
the calculation progresses. As long as a is positive then V is positive definite over
all the phase space.
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The time derivative of the bounding function is

dV

f ^ dEfi

r^dEA

dN

= ./ + JN + cibEn + aN[ El + Ej) - i N - -iN-KA ' H E'k + Ej) - K(c + a)N(Ei + Ej) - Kac{E\ + Ej)

(3.64)

We now want only even powers of the variables in the derivative. This assures that
our derivative won't change sign when the sign of the variables change. Letting a =
K'(c + cv) eliminates some of the linear variables. Completing the square eliminates
the rest. .After some algebra we arrive at

_- /X
dt
-«QC

47

X j c + o r o , / . - _ -J -7
4kqc ' \
27 /
j -

- k N H E l + Ej)

(3.65)

Setting the derivative to less than zero defines a volume in phase space

+HacEj+H,\^Ei+E^)

47

Akoc

This describes an ellipsoidal region outside of which the derivative is negative.
We can find a value k such that the region

Vn = {(£:«,

iV)|iK(c + q)(EJ + £?) + j(iV + c)^ <

(3.67)
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Figure 3.4: Chaotic structure for the laser with injection computed using a single
mode model.
contains the non-negative volume. Thus anything outside of V'n will eventually enter
Vfi while anything within Vr will stay within V r . This proves that the trajectories
are bounded. Note that c must be non-zero or else completing the square will fail.
Through appropriate choice of c one can get an accurate estimate on the size of
the chaotic attractor.
A.t this point we have completely characterized the dynamics of the single mode
semiconductor laser with e.Kternal injection. For weak and strong injection there
exist stable solutions. For moderate injection there is a period doubling cascade
which leads to chaotic dynamics.
We have not proven the existence of an attractor. That would require a further
condition of stability which is not possible to do given the rough bounds we have
found for the bounding function. Numerical integration of the system shows a
structure which might possibly be an attractor (Figure 3.4).
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Finally we compare the single mode approximation to what happens in the mul
timode and real laser. Figure 3.5 shows the experimentally determined phase space
of a commercially available Sharp LT105 laser with external injection (experimental
results courtesy of T. Simpson). For weak and strong injection the laser is stable.
.Moderate injection reveals two islands of chaos. There is a period doubling cascade
leading to the first island of chaos.
Using the simple single mode model we match the computed boundaries for the
island of chaos with that of the experiment. We find that although the single mode
model shows an island of chaos, it fails to accurately match the various boundaries.
Best agreement is achieved when the boundaries are computed using the multimode
model. From this we can conclude that the multimode dynamics modifies slightly
the phase space, leaving the generic features found in the simplest single mode
system.

3.2.2

Multimode Analysis

Mode-hopping has been observed for several parameter regimes as the injec
tion strength is increased while keeping the detuning fixed, or for a fi.xed injection
strength while varying the detuning. The amount of energy transfer from one mode
into the other may be different depending on the exact parameter values.
In our numerical computations we used typical parameters for the .\lGa.'\s laser
used in the experiment (see Table 3.2.2). The microscopic approach requires de
tailed knowledge of the laser gain medium (i.e. relative material compositions,
strain (compressive or tensile), well thickness, band structure, etc...). As these
lasers are commercial devices, this information was not available to us and we used
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Figure 3.5: Experimentally computed laser phase space with injection (courtesy
of T. Simpson). S denotes stable operation. Pi denotes simple periodic operation.
P2 denotes a higher order periodic output, chaos denotes non-periodic (chaotic)
output, and multimode denotes operation involving modes other than the free
nmning lasing mode. Solid circles indicate boundaries computed with the PDE
model while stars indicate boundaries computed with a single mode model. While
both models show the period doubling cascade and island of chaos, the PDE model
is more accurate in predicting where in phase space the boundaries lie.
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parameter
X
W

vahie
S27 nm
5 f-im

L

0.275 mm

d

100 .4

n

3.6

r

0.026
2 m"'

a

2.02 lO-'° m-'

a

4.0

^o

2.2125 lO'^"' m-"'

T

0.686 ns

J

79 mA

Ri

0.05

R2

0.95

Table 3.1: Parameters used in the numerical computations.

the material parameters from [61]. The laser geometry was determined by empir
ically fitting the mode spacing and laser threshold. Further there exists a current
pumping dependent mode hop. This was used to determine the relative sign of
the numerically computed longitudinal modes as well as the gain dispersion width.
Finally the current pumping was chosen to be 0.76 above threshold.
Numerically we observe a mode hop that is qualitatively similar to what is seen
experimentally (see figure 3.6). Initially for a detiming of 2.75 GHz (a) the energy
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is concentrated in the free ninning mode. The mode shows relaxation oscillation
sidebands at about 5 GHz indicating that the laser underwent a Hopf bifurcation.
.A^s the detuning is decreased to 1.65 GHz (b) all of the energy is transfered to
the higher adjacent longitudinal mode. Here the mode is narrow corresponding
to a stable laser output. .N'o rela.Kation oscillation sidebands are present. .As the
detuning is further decreased to 0.85 GHz the energy is again found in the free
running mode. The relaxation oscillation sidebands are stronger than for Figure
3.6 (a), indicating that the laser is further into the Hopf regime.
Experimental work by A. Hohl et al have verified the existence of this mode
hop. In the experiment two commercially available .\lGa.4s Fabry-Perot lasers
(Sharp LTOlo. double heterojunction diodes in a V-channeled substrate inner stripe
(V'SIS) structure) were used in a master-slave configuration. Both lasers were lasing
at ss S35 nm and during the experiment both were operated from a low noise
current supply (ILX Lightwave LDC-3722) and the temperature was stabilized to
better than 0.01 K. The optical spectrum was monitored with a scanning FabryPerot interferometer (Newport SR-240C) which had a free spectral range of 2 THz.
Isolators of >50 dB attenuation were used to insure that no light was injected
into the master laser and no back reflections from the Fabry-Perot were injected
into either laser. The slave laser was pumped at P = 0.76 above threshold, where
P = [/Itk — I and / and Ith denote the pump current and threshold current of the
slave respectively. The strength of injection signal was controlled by a set of two
polarizers and was estimated assuming a coupling loss of 30%.
Figure 3.7 shows the experimental optical spectrum of the slave laser when
approximately a power ratio k =injected power/total slave power of 3 x lO""* was
injected into the slave laser and the positive detmiing was decreased. In Figure
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Figure 3.6: Numerically obtaiaeci optical spectra for a fixed injection strength k and
for decreasing positive detuning A. For large positive detuning A = 2.75 GHz (a)
the energy is completely in the fundamental mode, but as the detuning is decreased
A = 1.65 GHz (b) all of the energy is transferred into the adjacent longitudinal
mode (note the different scales) and for even smaller detuning A = 0.87 GHz (c)
the energy returns to the fundamental mode.
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3.7(a) the master laser was detuned from the slave laser by A = «/„ —
GHz. where Um and

= 2.75

are the optical frequency of the master and slave respectively.

We see that the main mode of the slave laser had moderately strong relaxation
oscillation sidebands due to the injection. This indicates that the laser is in a
Hopf regime which is accurately predicted by the single mode theory of a laser
subject to optical injection [50]. .\s the detuning was decreased to A = 1.65 GHz
the laser hopped partially into the ne.\t adjacent longitudinal mode. For further
decrease of the detuning to A = 0.S7 GHz the laser emission returned to the first
mode. However, stronger rela.\ation oscillation sidebands are present in the optical
spectrum.
second region which exhibits multimode behavior resides near the center of
the chaotic island. There the laser operates with energy simultaneously in both the
longitudinal modes, each mode e.xhibiting chaotic dynamics. This region (figure
3.S) is seen in both the PDE simulations and in experiments.
Finally the laser e.xhibits hysteresis in the detuning variable. When the injection
laser frequency is swept from the slave laser free nmning frequency through to
lower frequencies, the mode hop occurs at a larger detuning difference than if the
injection laser is initially started detuned and swept towards the slave laser free
running frequency. As seen in figure 3.9 there exist detuning frequencies where
the laser may operate in either mode, the selected mode depending on whether the
injection laser was started at the slave laser free running frecjuency or at a frequency
negatively detuned from the slave laser free running frequency.
It must be noted that this mode hop is a deterministic effect. The results
presented here were obtained without spontaneous emission noise in the model.
When noise is included the phenomena persists. Had the system needed noise
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Figure 3.7: Experimentally obtained optical spectra for a fixed injection strength
K and for decreasing positive detuning A. For large positive detuning A = 2.75
GHz (a) the energy is completely in the fundamental mode, but as the detuning
is decreased A = 1.65 GHz (b) most of the energy is transferred into the adjacent
longitudinal mode and for even smaller detuning A = 0.87 GHz (c) the energy
returns to the fundamental mode.
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Figure 3.8: Mode hop when sweeping the injection strength across the island of
chaos from low injection (top) to high injection (bottom). The energy flows into
the adjacent mode while still having a presence in the free lasing mode.
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Figure 3.9: Numerical demonstration of hysteresis in the observed mode hop. Top:
The injection laser is originally tuned to the free running frequency of the slave
laser and then detuned to lower frequencies. Bottom: The injection laser is initially
detuned to a frequency below the slaver laser's free running frecfuency. The detuning
frequency at which the mode hop occurs depends on where the injection laser was
initially. For intermediate detunings (middle column, approximately -S GHz) the
laser can be in either the free running lasing mode or the next highest longitudinal
mode depending on which side of the mode hop the injection laser was initially
started.
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to reproduce the mode hop then, it might be argued that the fundamental mode
becomes saturated and an adjacent mode lases out of noise. Instead we must
assume that the mode hop is a dynamical instability and as such defies a simple
explanation. For more insight we turn to the coupled mode model.
VVe now reproduce the previous results using the coupled mode model. Here we
are running the coupled mode model for the same parameters as the PDE model
with one important difference, we have chosen a current pumping of SO m.\. This
was done to ensure that we are above the mode hop which occurs with increasing
current pumping for all cases in the coupled mode model, allowing us to compare
how the dynamics change when the number of modes is increased. .A^s a result of
this difference, comparison to the PDE model is only qualitative.
first look at the phase space with the two mode model shows two distinct
islands of chaos. Comparing to the PDE and single mode results shows very little
gross change. The boundaries of the onset of chaos differ from the single mode and
two mode model as e.xpected. with the two mode model showing a larger island of
chaos than the single mode model.
.•Vs before there exist regions where all of the energy spontaneously hops into the
upper mode (0 mode, that is the mode at peak gain). For an injection strength of
K = 0.0029 we find that the negatively detuned mode hop occurs at —9.0 GHz (see
figure 3.10). The -1 mode is chaotic initially. .After some time energy is completely
transfered (except for a small residual energy corresponding to the injected field)
into the 0 mode. .As was seen in the PDE and experiment the energy in the 0 mode
is stable.
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Figure 3.10: Numerical integration of a two mode model shows a stable transfer of
energy to the 0 mode (the mode closest to peak gain) from the chaotic -1 mode.
.Additionally we see that energj'^ in the carrier grating term persists even after the
mode hop is established. Injection strength was k = 0.0029 and the detuning was
taken to be —9.0 GHz.
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With further detuning (at —12.5 GHz) the energy is found to be in the -1 naode
again. This time the power is oscillating in the -1 mode. The strong side bands in
the experimental and PDE results suggest this is the expected dynamics.
Unlike the previous mode hops that were observed without injection under vary
ing current pumping, the first order grating term in the carriers persists even after
all of the energy has transfered. This suggests that the mode hop is an ongoing pro
cess. transporting energy continually from the isolated lasing state to unpreferred
lasing in the 0 mode. Further evidence of this can be seen in the laser dynamics
immediately prior to the mode hop. In Figure 3.11 which is taken immediately
prior to the mode hop (detuning is —S.6 GHz) we see that the energy is transfered
from the chaotic -1 mode to the 0 mode. However a sufficient grating term is not
established and the energy transfer does not persist. This results in a pulsing of
energy in the 0 mode with corresponding drops in power in the - I mode.
In the center of the first chaotic island (with detuning set to zero) there exists
a multimode instability in the two mode model where energy is equally present in
both the -I mode and the 0 mode as shown in figure 3.12 (0 mode is at peak gain
while -I is the mode which the laser naturally lases in at this current pumping).
Outside of this small region the laser operates chaotically in the -1 mode. This
region is situated similarly to the corresponding multimode operation found in the
first chaotic island of the PDE model.
It is interesting to note that the chaotic behavior is qualitatively different in the
0 mode from that in the -1 mode. In the -1 mode the laser intensity fluctuates
chaotically about an average value, only occasionally having a value of zero inten
sity,, while the 0 mode exhibits fast pulsing, spending the majority of the time close
to zero. This is similar to what is found in each longitudinal mode in the feedback
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Figure 3.11: Numerical integration of a two mode model shows that with an in
jection strength of « = 0.0029 and detuning —8.6 GHz (immediately prior to the
observed mode hop) there is a transfer of energy back and forth between the two
modes. This results in pulsing in the 0 mode and corresponding drops in power of
the -i mode.
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Figure 3,12: Numerical integration of a two mode model shows an equipartition
of energy between the two modes in the first island of chaos. Injection strength
K = 0.0027. gain dispersion halfwidth 7 = 50 mev. and current pumping J = SO
mA. Top picture shows the amplitude in each mode while the bottom picture shows
the carrier grating Ni + iV_i.

no

case. However there is no evidence of anticorrelated dynamics between the - I and
0 mode for injection.
-Another unexpected observation is that there exist spontaneous switchoffs in
the 0 mode laser intensity, known as power dropouts in the feedback system. .As
can be seen in figure 3.12 just after loO ns the power in the 0 mode spontaneously
switches off. recovers, and then switches off again. VV^hen the gain dispersion profile
is flattened, the time between these spontaneous switch ofTs in the 0 mode decreases.
This is the first evidence for power dropouts in an injection lending support to
the suggestion that power dropouts, even in the feedback case, might be a low
dimensional affect [111]. When we look at the induced carrier grating we see that
it follows the chaos in the 0 mode fairly closely.
Using three and four modes does not alter the observed boundaries in the phase
space appreciably. Further the regions of mode hoping still exist with the same
properties as seen in the two mode case, that is when the master laser is detuned
from the slave laser, the energy is seen to leave the -1 mode and hop into the 0
mode. While initially energy may leak into the +1 and -2 modes, eventually these
modes damp out.
There is a difference in the multimode behavior in the center of the first chaotic
island. While the four mode case reproduces the two mode result, with energy
being equally shared between the -1 and 0 mode, the three mode result differs
significantly. Here energy is equally distributed between the -1 and +1 mode. For
a small parameter regime energy is even found evenly divided among all three
modes. This behavior is not seen in the PDE model, where the only modes that
have energy would correspond to the -1 and 0 modes. This discrepancy is due to the
unique symmetry found in the three mode case, with the central mode centered at
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the peak gain. Breaking this symmetry by either adding an uneven distribution of
modes centered around peak gain (as happens in the four mode case) or by slightly
detuning the 0 mode from peak gain prevents this spurious result.
One possible explanation involves the instability to lower frequencies discussed
in the previous section. The laser naturally wants to lase in the mode closest to
peak gain, but there is a dynamic instability which prevents this from happening,
favoring the next lower mode. Injection interferes with this mechanism, favoring
again the mode which is closest to peak gain. In this case the lajection now does
not affect the new lasing mode allowing it to operate stably.
The previous study was for a laser which had already hopped from the mode
closest to peak gain to the next lower mode. Next we briefly look at when the
energ>' is initially in the mode closest to peak gain. Here we nm the laser below
the threshold for a mode hop to the next lowest mode. Now the laser is running
in the mode closest to peak gain. We inject into the free running laser mode
with no detuning with an injection strength that puts the laser into the chaotic
regime. What we observe is that the chaotic energy oscillates regularly between
the fundamental mode and the next lowest mode.
To understand how this works we look again at the two mode model. The mode
hop to lower energy modes is triggered when there are large intensities in the cavity.
In the chaotic regime the laser exhibits large intensity pulses. Rather than damping
out, this pulses persist. When they are above the threshold instability they transfer
energy to the lower mode. After a while all of the energy is transfered to the next
lowest mode.
M this point the laser begins to operate as it did in the previous case, with the
chaos in the lower mode interfering with the mode hop mecharusm. This prompts
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Figure 3.13: Injection when the laser is lasing in the mode closest to peak gain.
Here we see multimode operation as a regular transfer of energy between the 0th
mode (that closest to peak gain) and the first negatively detuned mode.
the energy to return to the fundamental mode. However the injection is still in this
mode and the laser runs chaotically, repeating the cycle regularly.
Figure 3.13 shows time averaged intensity in nearby modes. Due to the Fourier
transform needed to resolve modes in the multimode PDE model, the chaotic dj'namics are averaged out and look like oscillations over a steady intensity. VVe see
initially that some energy leaks into the upper adjacent mode as well, but this
damps out. The oscillation of energy between the two modes is seen to be very
regular, with a period of about 10 ns. easily detectable in an experiment.
In the next section we will describe the chaotic dynamics present when there
is feedback on the laser. It is shown that the chaotic dynamics exist across many
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longitudinal modes. Using the same model as presented here one can see that when
chaos is present in one mode, the large intensity pulses channel energy into adjacent
modes. The difference with feedback is that once there is energy in a mode, that
energy is fed back into the mode creating an injection term where before there
wasn't. Even when the laser is running close to our below lasing threshold there is
energy in many longitudinal modes.
Interestingly when one takes the same injection as used previously in the funda
mental mode of a laser with feedback, the energy stabilizes into a single longitudinal
mode (figure 3.14). It is still chaotic but now it resembles quite closely the dynam
ics predicted by single mode models with feedback, exhibiting clear power dropouts
and a step wise gain in average intensity.

3.3

Feedback Chaos

Time delayed dynamical systems have been the subject of much research in non
linear dynamics [63. 64. 6o. 66]. In optics, these equations have been considered in
order to describe e.xternal cavity lasers [67. 6S]. In this configuration, an external
reflector re-injects the light into the main laser resonator. This set-up. which was
first considered to stabilize semiconductor lasers, displays a rich variety of instabil
ities. For example, several routes to chaos [69, 70] were identified when the amount
of light re-injected into the cavity (the feedback level) is small and/or for short ex
ternal cavity length (small delay time). For longer external cavities and/or larger
feedback levels, the laser output displays deep power dropouts at a frequency much
lower than the external cavity frequency and the internal laser relaxation oscillation
frequency. For this reason this instability is usually referred to as Low Frequency
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Figure 3.14: Injection in the mode closest to peak gain, when the laser has external
feedback, confines the laser dynamics to a single mode. The injection is the same
as shown in figure 3.13.
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Fluctuations (LFF). Although this instability has been observed for over twenty
years, it remains only partially understood [71].
The external cavity experiment is commonly described by the Lang Kobayashi
(LK) equations [67] which are time delayed ordinary differential equations.These
equations are derived from a rate equation approach for the electric field amplitude
and the carrier density where the time delayed complex amplitude of the electric
field describes the external cavity effect. Numerical simulations of these equations
have shown a low frequency evolution similar to that experimentally observed [31].
In ref. [31] LFF were explained as a type of chaotic itineracy, the power dropouts
resulting from a collision between the trajectory and a saddle fi.xed point. This
unstable steady state is associated with a destmctive interference between the laser
and the re-injected fields. .As a result. LFF were interpreted as a consequence
of deterministic behavior. However, noise might also bring the laser close to a
saddle point and thus induce a power dropout. For this reason many authors
have investigated whether LFF are the result of a deterministic or a stochastic
behavior [32]. Further numerical studies of these equations [73] have shown that
the power dropouts are closely associated with fast pulsing of the laser intensity on
the time scale of the internal relaxation oscillations.
Feedback systems create unique challenges for modeling. Most important is
that the feedback formally makes the system infinite dimensional. This introduces
dynamics and time scales not present in the original system. \ numerical scheme
which previously worked correctly for the free running laser may have to be modi
fied considerably. For example, in single mode lasers without feedback the fastest
dynamics are relaxation oscillations which occur on a time scale of about 1 ns.
A scheme which accurately handled the relaxation oscillation might not properly
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resolve the fast chaotic dynamics on the pico second time scale on which the laser
with feedback exhibits pulses.
Secondly feedback might physically drive the system into a dynamical regime
which violates the assumptions of the model. In this case there is no way within
the numerical results alone to indicate that the results are invalid. Only direct
comparison to experiment can show if the model assumptions are still valid. Typi
cally semiconductor lasers are stable with single mode operation, and many models
use this assumption. Feedback can lift the mode spectrum inducing multimode
operation. In this dynamical regime single mode models are inadequate. Of course
if using a single mode model there is no way to ascertain if one is in the multimode
regime, making many results suspect.

3.3.1

Single Mode Analysis

The laser with optical feedback has a different phase space structure than the
laser with injection. Coupling of the external cavity to the laser cavity creates
many fi.xed points. Here we show how to calculated the fixed points and determine
their stability using standard Floquet theory.
We use a simple single mode model with feedback

(IE

— = KViN - 1 - iRN)E - a E - nE(t at

- iuJoE

(3.6S)

^ = y_.^A-_(yV-l)|£p

(3.69)

fl /V

Where rj is the feedback strength, r is the delay time, and wq is the alpha pulling
frequency. Note that we are not modeling the external cavity as a Fabry-Perot
cavity. For that system we would have to model the multiple reflections in the
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cavity. One can account for multiple reflections by adjusting the feedback strength
q, making the effective feedback proportionally stronger. In this system we have
explicitly included the frequency pulling due to the linewidth enhancement factor.
Thus the free laser solution in a steady state can be represented using a constant
amplitude and phase rather than a rotating phase (ie d = a;t).
We assume that fixed points are of the form

Eit) =
iV(0 = -V.

(3.70)
(3.71)

.\fter plugging into the equations and some algebra we arrive at

-Vj — 1 H—=r +
cos[(a,'o —
kI
KI
Au-'ar = rjyv/l + /?2 sin[u,'oT — arctan R — Au-'^r]

(3.72)
(3.73)

.As expected the intensity depends only on the carrier density. The carrier den
sity and the frequency form a coupled system of transcendental equations. The
frequency equation can be solved graphically as shown in figure 3.15, then the
corresponding density and intensity are solved.
It is interesting to note that the only the intensity depends explicitly on the
current pumping.. Changing the current pumping causes the fixed points to shift
in the

direction without disturbing the orientation of the fixed points in the

Ns/AuJs plane. This allows us to lift the phase space slightly so that two different
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Figure 3.15: Graphical solution of the transcendental equation 3.73. Intersection
points are the coupled cavity mode frequencies Au.',.
lasers have the same attractor structure but the two attractors do not lie on top of
each other. VVe will use this later when communicating with chaotic lasers.
Figure 3.16 shows a numerically calculated feedback phase space for two different
current levels. .As the theory predicts the only difference is that the fixed point
structure is lifted in the intensity direction, otherwise it is unchanged.
Next we calculate the stability of the fi.xed points. .A convenient set of variables
to calculate the stability is the power P, the phase (p. and the deviation of the
carrier density from transparency AiV defined as

(3.75)
J^N(t) = N{t)-Ntr

The new equations of motion are

(3.76)
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In linearizing the new equations of motion we make the following expansion
about the fixed points P,, (pa. and ANgi
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The eigenvalue equation is
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This is a transcendental equation in A. However if we look at the regime ||Ar||

1

it reduces to the polynomial equation
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which has solutions
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When the argument of the square root is positive then the fixed point is sta
ble. However should the argument of the square root be negative then one of the
eigenvakies might become positive. If this is the case then the fi.xed point is a
saddle-node point and unstable. \ sufficient condition for stability then is

1 + Ccos{,3s -I- arctan /?) < 0

(3.96)

Power dropouts can be explained via a mechanism referred to as the Sisyphus
Effect [68]. The feedback introduces an external cavity, the allowed modes of which
couple to the laser field. Where before there was one steady state solution now there
are many fixed points with saddle node instabilities. .\s the laser explores this new
phase space, occasionally the trajectory comes near a saddle-node point, rapidly
being expelled from the local phase space. This results in the laser spontaneously
turning off. A short while later the laser trajectory re-enters the local phase space
and begins the process again.

3.3.2

Multimode Analysis

In the absence of feedback the laser operates in a single mode. Once the feedback
is introduced, there is a pronounced lifting of the solitary laser longitudincd mode

spectrum [98]. Figure 3.17 contrasts the single mode situation with the multimode
spectrum in the presence of optical feedback. The solitary laser is rimning at about

5% above threshold. Notice that the multimode spectral shape mimics the actual
parabolic gain dispersion. The individual spectral peaks in (b) are broadened due
to the chaotic motion but this broadening is not evident on the scale of the figure
which encompasses a LO THz spectral window.
The mode spectrum also follows the gain dispersion curve closely, with the modes
clustered closest to peak gain having roughly equal intensities. In fact the dominant
mode from the single mode case may even be suppressed slightly with respect to
the other adjacent modes. While it is not possible to give a precise count of the
strongest modes present (due to the dynamic nature of the spectrum) we typically
see about five dominant modes for the parameters we have studied.
The lifting of the mode spectrum results in hyper-chaotic dynamics, .^^umerical
studies of a single mode model with feedback shows that each mode has associ
ated with it a single positive Liapunov e.xponent. Calculation of the correlation
dimension gives a value of approximately 1.6. a rough measure of the Liapunov
dimension. Thus even though the single mode model with feedback is formally
infinite dimensional, the actual dynamics are confined to a low dimensional attrac
tor. When the spectrum is lifted in the multimode laser, each longitudinal mode
replicates the single mode system, having each a single positive Liapunov exponent.
The aggregate effect is to form a hyper-chaotic system with a correspondingly high
(or infinite) dimensional chaotic attractor. In the multimode semiconductor laser
the Liapunov dimension is greater than 5.
In studying the simulated LFF we filtered the total intensity with a 500 MHz
square filter, averaging out the high frequency fluctuations. The laser parameters
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Figure 3.17: Log plot of the solitary laser cavity mode spectrum for (a) the solitary
laser and (b) the laser with feedback. .A.II but one of the laser modes are suppressed
in the solitary laser while the mode spectrum of the laser with feedback follows the
parabolic shape of the gain dispersion.
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are the same as in Table 3.2.2. The feedback delay is 5 ns while the strength is
such that the laser threshold is reduced by lOparameters. the numerical simulations
show power dropouts with a mean time between dropouts of around 400 ns. Figure
3.1S(a). The energy is distributed among many modes and we note that all the
Itiser modes switch off together at low frequency. Numerical integration of the LK
equations with the same parameter values show power dropouts about three times
faster than the multimode model, in agreement with the e.xperiment (see Fig.3.l9).
This indicates that multimode behavior acts to stabilize the system and make power
dropouts less frequent.
In order to e.xperimentally study the multimode versus single mode behavior
of the system G. Huyet inserted etalons to filter the feedback signal and/or the
detected signal. An etalon (finesse=l5. FSEl=2 THz) in the e.xternal cavity ensures
feedback to just a single mode. .Although this etalon privileges one particular mode,
it does not guarantee single mode emission.

second etalon (finesse=32. FSR=I

THz) placed before the fast photodiode allows analysis of the dynamics of each laser
mode individually. With the etalon in the e.xternal cavity. G. Huyet was able to
observe power dropouts both above and below solitary laser threshold. When the
laser was pumped above threshold the etalon did not suppress multimode dynamics
entirely: at the dropout event latent laser modes were excited [76]. Below the
solitary laser threshold however, these latent modes were not excited and the laser
operated with a single mode allowing a true comparison with the rate equation
model. In what follows we will concentrate on the below threshold regime. We will
contrast the single mode dynamics of the external cavity including the etalon with
the multimode dynamics of the empty external cavity for the same parameter values
(i.e. the same external cavity length, threshold reduction and injection current).
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Figure 3.18: (a) the total intensity filtered at 500 MHz obtained from numerical
simulations and (b) the energy in two separate longitudinal modes. In (b) each
mode e.xiiibits pulsed dynamics with the energy oscillating between the two modes.
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Figure 3.19: Low frequency time traces of the laser intensity observed on a 500 MHz
oscilloscope for identical feedback level and injection current. Top: multimode LFF. total
intensity. Center: multimode LFF one filtered mode, not taken simultaneously with top
trace. Bottom: single mode LFF.
Figure 3.19 shows the experimental low frequency time traces of the total inten
sity of multimode LFF (top), of one laser mode filtered from the multimode LFF
(center) and the total intensity for single mode LFF obtained with the intra-cavity
etalon (bottom). VVe note that it has been shown in ref. [26] that the laser modes
switch off together and the laser recovers in multiple modes. Nevertheless Figure
3.19 shows that the temporal evolution of one mode does not resemble the evolu
tion of the total power. For single-mode LFF the low frequency time trace is also
dissimilar to the multimode case. The mean time between two consecutive power
dropouts is smaller (about half) and the low frequency signal is more noisy than
the multi-mode LFF.

The time between two dropouts is a random variable which, for the most part,
follows a Generalized Poisson Distribution (GPD) (Figure 3.20). For a narrow
range of parameters, the laser can enter a locked state where the time between
power dropouts is fixed. If the laser enters this state then the statistics do vary
significantly from that of a GPD.
When the laser is operating in the multimode regime the time between power
dropouts is substantially increased over that of a similar laser confined to single
mode operation. Simulations of a single mode laser show a mean time of about
lOOns between dropouts. The con-esponding multimode simulations have a sta
tistically fitted mean of 250 ns (Figure 3.21). .Additionally the multimode laser
is more likely to have significantly longer times between dropouts than the single
mode model. In our simulations we have seen intervals of a microsecond or longer
while the corresponding single mode system has only one event out of a thousand
greater than 300 ns.
The laser bandwidth also enhances the probability of longer intervals between
power dropouts. To study the effect of bandwidth on the multimode model we fit a
GPD to the data obtained from a 4 /.is run to reproduce the time interval histogram
using the formula [112]

p.,».A,=E±£^I;:£±I
.r!

,3.97)

where x is a random variable corresponding to the time between dropouts, and 0
and A are related to the mean {j. and variance cr^ by

fi{e,x) = e { i - x r '

(3.98)
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Figure 3.20; Distribution of times between power dropouts form (top) a single mode
model calculation and (bottom) the fit using a Generalized Poisson Distribution
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of the power dropouts computed using (top) a single
mode model and (bottom) a multimode PDE model. The time between power
dropouts is significantly longer in the multimode case. .Additionally the multimode
results consistently reach the same maximum power before a dropout while the
single mode doesn^t.
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Figure 3.22: Histograms for the time between power dropouts as computed from a
multimode model. The histograms were made by fitting a GPD to the 4 /is time
series. .As the gain dispersion profile is changed from narrow (6.25 meV) to broad
(400 meV) the tail at long times becomes more pronounced.
o-''(6/.A) =^/(l -A)-^

(3.99)

.As the bandwidth is changed from 6.25 mev to 400 mev. the peak of the GPD
does not show a clear trend towards lower or higher values, instead oscillating
about a fixed mean (Figure 3.22). However the tail clearly shows a trend to larger
values, resulting in more events occurring at longer interval times than at the mean.
Thus as the bandwidth is increased there are less dropout events since there are
statistically longer time intervals between dropouts, despite the observation of a
similar mean value.
The total intensity on the time scale of the LFF appears as a very noisy, nearly
constant source except when there is a power dropout. Numerical studies of single
mode equations, and recent streak camera experiments, show that the intensity
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consists of chaotic sub-nanosecond pulses. These pulses can reach very large inten
sities, often three or four times the average value.
While it is quite difficult to explore the effect of multimode dynamics have on
the fast dynamics experimentally, numerical simulations provide access to details of
the field intensity. From both numerical and experimental techniques, two distinct
regimes of multimode dynamics, correlated and anti-correlated have been identified
During a power dropout event all of the modes switch off and recover together
(Figure 3.23). This causes a sharp decrease in the total power. Immediately fol
lowing a power dropout the laser switches on as a gain switched laser. Rela.xation
oscillations occur simultaneously across all modes. Eventually the relaxation os
cillations give way to chaotic pulsations. .All of the pulses are reproduced in a
correlated fashion across two or three modes (Figure 3.23). That is. when one
mode has a peak in intensity the other modes also have a peak in intensity. This
behavior is very similar to what is seen for the total intensity in the single mode
models. .Additionally as the laser turns on there is a frequency shift. The light in
the laser cavity is no longer resonant with the light in the external cavity. .\s such
it takes several external cavity round trip times for the field to build up once again.
.After some time (typically a few hundred nanoseconds) the intramodal dynamics
are in an anti-correlated regime (Figure 3.24). Here when one mode has a peak the
other modes will have a trough. So while each mode is reproducing the single mode
dynamics of chaotic pulses, the total intensity fluctuates chaotically about a mean
value. Once the laser has entered this regime, it will stay in it this regime until
there is another power dropout, at which point the laser will switch on again as a
gain switched laser, resetting the dynamics to the correlated regime. Thus if there
are rapid power dropouts the laser might never enter the anti-correlated regime and
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Figure 3/23: All of the modes dropout in phase and recover in phase (top). Ad
ditionally there is a frequency shift when the laser turns on. The bottom figure
shows the intensity in two modes when the laser recovers, explicitly detailing the
in-phase dynamics.
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Figure 3.24: While the total intensity shows oscillations around an average value
(top time trace) individual modes show pulsed behavior (bottom two time traces).
However the pulses in the individual modes are anti-correlated. leading to the
observed nearly constant total intensity.
if there are long times between power dropouts the laser will spend most of its time
in an anti-correlated regime. Since multimode dynamics can have a great impact
on the time between dropouts (as discussed above) it it possible to e.xperimentally
detect both regimes depending on such subtle (and hard to quantify) parameters
as gain bandwidth and mode coupling strength.
Recently e.xperiments have begun to probe the fast dynamics of the LFF regime.
The diflBculty here is that the behavior is too fast to be detected with conventional
real-time oscilloscopes, so less conventional methods need to be employed. The
fast dynamics were first observed using a streak camera [74] which showed pulses
in a time window of a few external cavity round trip times. However, subsequent
experiments [75.76] have shown fast fluctuations in the LFT regime that differ from
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pulses. In Ref. [75], a random sampling method was performed with a sampling
oscilloscope in order to analyze the probability distribution of the laser intensity.
It was found that the experimental distribution was peaked near the laser mean
value whereas pulses should give a laser intensity probability distribution peaked
just above the spontaneous emission level. From these experimental results, it was
shown that the LFF regime is indeed associated with fast fluctuation of the laser
intensity, but in some experiments these differ from pulses,
.A. significant difference between the rate equation model used to describe the
LFF regime and the experimental arrangement is that the model assumes single
mode operation even though the laser is usually multimode in the LFF regime.
.As the frequency difference between two consecutive laser modes (order 100 GHz)
is much larger than the available experimental detection bandwidth (the streak
camera used in Ref.[74] and sampling head from ref. [75] have a bandwidth around
20 GHz), one can only measure the sum of all the modal intensities. If more than
a single mode operates, the presence of fast pulses in the total intensity would not
only indicate the existence of pulses for every laser mode, but would also suggest
that the modes evolve in-phase or in an uncorrelated fashion. In ref. [26]. it was
shown that the different laser modes operate in phase when analyzed with a low
frequency detector, which excludes the fast dynamics.
VVe now demonstrate that the interaction between the different laser modes leads
to anti-correlated dynamics at high frequency. G. Huyet has confined the dynamics
to a single laser mode and shown that one is able to recover the high frequency
dynamics predicted by the LK model. However, without this confinement the
different laser modes operate in phase at low frequency and out of phase at high
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frequency. Such anti-correlated dynamics has been observed in different dynamical
systems such as Josephson .Junctions [7S] and multimode solid state lasers [79].
The experimental setup he used is similar to that in Ref. [75]. It consisted of
an Hitachi HLP 1400 semiconductor laser which emits light from both facets. The
light from one facet was focused onto an external high reflector and re-inJected into
the laser cavity. A variable neutral density filter placed in the external cavity allows
control of the feedback level. He analyzed the light from the second facet at low
and high frec[uency. One portion of the light from this facet was coupled to a high
speed DC-coupled photodiode with temporal resolution of 20 ps. This photodiode
was connected to a sampling oscilloscope with ec(uivalent bandwidth of 22 GHz.
The remainder of the light from this facet was coupled to an optical spectrum
analyzer and to a low frequency detector connected to a -500 MHz oscilloscope for
characterization of low frequency time series. The fast dynamics were analyzed
with a sampling oscilloscope which was triggered on a signal unrelated to the laser
intensity. Large sets of the randomly sampled data were acquired and used to
construct the intensity histogram from DC to lo GHz.
Figure 3.25 shows the probability distribution of the laser intensity for the total
power of the multimode LFF. for one filtered mode of the multimode LFF and
for the single mode LFF. The probability distribution for the single mode LFF is
peaked just above the spontaneous emission level and decreases monotonically with
higher intensity, indicating the presence of fast pulses as is predicted by the rate
eciuation model [73]. It contrasts with the multimode probability distribution which
is peaked near the laser mean power indicating that the most probable intensity
corresponds to the laser mean intensity. For the multimode case, the probability
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Figure 3.25: Histogram of the laser intensity with a 0-15 GHz bandwidth. Stars: multimode LFF, total intensity. Solid lines: multimode LFF one filtered mode. Squares:
single mode LFF.
distribution of one of the emitted laser modes differs from the total intensity distri
bution. The fluctuations have a much higher amplitude (from zero to 5 times the
modal mean power) and the probability distribution is more asymmetrical than the
total intensity probability distribution. From this measurement, we note that every
laser mode contains high amplitude fluctuations at high frequency which the total
power does not. This indicates that the laser modes operate in an anti-correlated
fashion at high frequency.
VVe constructed an intensity histogram to see if the anti-correlated dynamics
were responsible for the strong peak at mean intensity seen in the experiment.
Figure 3.26 shows excellent agreement between the simulations and experiment,
with a strong peak at the mean intensity which rapidly falls off for higher intensities.
Additionally we created a histogram for data calculated from the LK equations
(using the same 22 GHz filter). As expected there is no peak at the mean laser
intensity. Instead the maximum is at the spontaneous emission level (0 in our
simulations) with a long tail corresponding to large intensity pulses.
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Figure 3.26: Histogram of the simulated laser intensity using a 22 GHz square filter.
Stars: multimode LFF calculated using equation (2.101). Squares: single mode LFF
calculated from the LK equations. Solid line: LFF of a single mode calculated using the
multi-mode model.
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CHAPTER 4
Synchronizing and Communicating with Chaos

Synchronizatioa is a simple idea - take two nearly identical systems, couple
them, and recover identical output. This phenomenon is well ivnown for the case
of coupled penduli. Two clocks with slightly different length penduli hanging on
the same wall will synchronize such that the phase and amplitude are identical.
This happens despite the fact that the drive pendulum is a complicated non-linear
system. Synchronization does not require a periodic orbit. Non-periodic orbits and
chaotic attractors can be made to synchronize as well.
In 1993 it was shown that small perturbations could be used to encode a symbol
sequence on a chaotic system [84] and this was demonstrated using coupled elec
tronic circuits [85]. Since then much interest has focused on using synchronized
chaotic systems to send and receive messages. The majority of work has concen
trated on the case where there are two identical systems synchronized through a
weak control signal [86]. To send a message one of the parameters in the transmit
ter system is changed slightly and the resulting desynchronization is measured at
the receiver. For this scheme to work the synchronization must be fairly robust so
that the system can recover synchronization after the message is sent.
Simultaneously in the optics community as effort was underway to apply these
ideas to laser systems. In 1994 two solid state lasers were synchronized [91] and
commimication schemes were proposed [92]. Very recently, communication has been
demonstrated using coupled erbium-doped fiber ring lasers [93]. Synchronization
and message encoding has been discussed in a simplified model of two coupled ring
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laser cavities [95]. .-Vclditional theoretical work was done oa semiconductor lasers
using single mode models [96].

4.1

Basic Theory

Here we present the general theory of synchronization. The traditional method
of proving synchronization has been to show that, for the compound system, there
are no positive Liapunov exponents. For laser systems it is preferable to show that
both systems, when suitably coupled, tend towards the same solution. In what
follows we show that both approaches are equivalent.
.Much of the pioneering work on synchronization was done by Pecora and Carroll
in the early "90s. They built a theory based on Liapunov e.Kponents. Given two
systems, one drive and one response, they constructed an n dimensional system in
the following way. The drive system is decomposable into an m dimensional vector
V

representing the variables used to drive the response system, and a k dimensional

vector u representing the variables which are not used in the response system. The
response system is represented by an I dimensional vector vv. In the compound
system. m+k-fl=n. and the system is written as

(4.1)

- ^ = h[v.w)

(4.3)
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The questtoa of synchronizatioa now becomes '"when is the response system
a stable subsystem?". Imagine two trajectories w{t) and Lu'{t) which start close
together. Under what conditions do ALc(t) = lu)'(/) — a'(if)| —>• 0.

(4.4)

= Du,h{v. LC )A W + o( w. I')

(4.5)

where Du,h is the .Jacobian of the response vector field.

Theorem 4.1 The null solution of the non linear, non stalionary system:

— = .-l(0-r-fo(.r.0

(4.6)

with o ( 0 . 0 = 0 for all time is uniformally asymptotically stable if
(i) lim||x||^o ||o(j^.Oll/ll-'^ll = 0 holds uniformly with respect to t : (ii) A(t) is bounded
for all t: and (Hi) the null solution of the linear system is uniformly asymptotically
stable.
Condition (iii) is guaranteed when the Liapunov exponents are all negative.
Typically Liapunov exponents are calculated numerically by integrating equation
4.6 along a trajectory. Only in extremely rare circumstances can it be shown
analytically that all of the Liapunov exponents are less than zero. In order to
conduct analysis on the system we need to expand the concept of synchronization.
Suppose there are two coupled systems

(4.7)
(4-S)
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Synchroaizatioa implies the existence of a smooth, invertible map 0 such that
y[t) = (r)(x(t)).

Thus knowledge of the state of the first system allows one to

predict the state of the second.
If one were to graph the map 0 for exactly synchronized solutions x = y. the
graph would be "diagonal"' in compound system. In general, the existence of a
Miagonal-like" manifold in the coupled system is sufficient for synchronization.
The '•diagonal-like" invariant manifold needs to be attracting for synchronization
to occur. In other words, trajectories near the invariant manifold will tend to the
invariant manifold as I -> oc. The set of trajectories for which this is true is called
the basin of synchronization.
Finally the invariant manifold needs to be compact and inflowing. This condition
prevents trajectories from leaving the region under consideration. This simply
states that on the manifold boundary the vector field is directed inward.

Definition 4.1 The system x and y synchronize if there exists a compact, diayonallikt. smooth n manifold M with boundary which is invariant under the flow, inflow
ing, and locally attracting. M will be referred to as the synchronization manifold.

Definition 4.2 Let S be the set of trajectories which tend to M as t -¥ oc. S is
called the basin of synchronization.
Ne.xt we need to define the idea of stability. This requires that the rate at which
trajectories are attracted to M is greater than the rates of contraction or e.xpansion
within the manifold. If the rate of attraction is k times greater than the expansion
or contraction rates within M. then M is said to be normally k-hyperbolic.

Definition 4.3 The synchronization of x and y is called stable if the synchroniza
tion manifold M is normally k hyperbolic of some k> I.

Typically the synchronization is studied for identical systems, where the diagonal

D = {x

= J/}

is an invariant set. If there exists a bounding function V for the

system, then the synchronization manifold M = D f) V. Stability is similarly
proved in the frame ^ = x — y. Here the synchronization manifold reduces to

M = 0. and stability can be proved in a variety of ways, such as finding a Liapunov
function.
One then naturally asks how far from identical can the two systems be and still
have stable synchronization. A natural way to approach this would be as an order
parameter expansion. For simplicity we assume the simplest coupling between the
two systems, namely

— = fix) + c(y - x)

(4.9)

^ = giy) + c(-r - y)

(4.10)

where x and y are vectors. Further assume that f and g differ by a small amount

f{x) = g(x) + th{x). Then the map (p is assumed to be different from identity by
a similarly small amount, y = x + e^(ar).
The lowest order is first order in e yielding the differential equation

f i x )d,a^) + (2c - d r f i x M x ) - h ( x ) = 0

(4.11)

Defining the Lie Bracket as

[/.ei = a/)e-/aa
gives

(4.12)
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[^J]+2c^-h =0

(4.13)

This is a first order linear differential equation. If. for a given f and h, we can
solve for if. then we know how (to first order) the synchronization manifold differs
from the pure diagonal. More generally, if we can prove existence and uniqueness
then we know that the synchronization manifold still exists under deformation h.
However this does not necessarily imply that stability still holds unless a Liapunov
function can be found for the deformed system.
It is interesting to investigate the connection between this general approach and
the approach of Pecora and Carroll. In the previous formulation x is a trajectory
and can be parameterized by time t. If we assume that h is zero (ie both systems
are identical) then

is the difference between to trajectories initially close.

f(x)d.ax) + (2c - d r f ( x m ( x ) - h { x ) = 0

(4.14)

Spatial derivatives may be written in terms of time derivatives through the property

= -r- -

«

fix) • dx

(4.15)

This gives (after multiplying through by f(x))

m•

+[2c/(() - ^/(()i • m =o

Writing in the component form and dividing through by / { ( t ) gives

(4.16)
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+ [2c- ^ In/,(()]«() = 0

(4.17)

Thus the stability is related to the Liapunov exponents of the original system. If
the coupling c is strong enough then nearby trajectories will converge. If c is weak
then the stability is determined by the original Liapunov exponents. This recovers
the original definition based on Liapunov exponents for the compound system, with
the additional relation of how large the coupling strength must be compared to the
largest Liapunov exponent of the original system.
Since synchronization requires that both systems be close to identical it is possi
ble to make the compound system lose synchrony if one of the systems is temporarily
different from the second. This is done by changing one or more of the system pa
rameters. By comparing the degree of synchrony between the two systems messages
can be sent and received using a chaotic carrier signal.
Figure 4.1 shows a generic scheme for communication. The transmitter system
has a message encoded on it by varying a single parameter (in the case of two lasers
this may be the current pumping). What emerges from the transmitter system is
a chaotic time series which is masking the intended message. This chaotic time
series is then received by a second similar system which is synchronized to the
transmitter. \ similar chaotic time series emerges from the receiver. Comparison
of the two time series allows for easy extraction of the original message.
Chaotic communication has many more uses than merely enhanced security.
Since one is operating in a chaotic regime it does not take large variations in a
critical parameter to cause a loss of synchrony. Messages can be encoded with
smaller changes to the transmitter device resulting in greater eflBciency. Since the
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mm
Transmitter

Figure 4.1: Schematic of communication with chaos scheme.

message is encoded

on the transmitter laser. A chaotic signal is sent to the receiver from which the
original message is extracted.
devices are allowed to operate in a non-linear regime, less engineering is required
to ensure the system is in a strictly linear mode of operation. This results in
lighter weight, more compact devices. Since a chaotic time series is naturally broad
band one has greater information bearing capacity and may send multiple channels
simultaneously.

4.2
4.2.1

Optical Synchronization
Single Mode Analysis

We begin by studying synchronization in the single mode case. Here we have
two identical coupled systems.
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= Kr[(iV^'^ - 1) -

- aE'^'^ - F^fit)

= J - 7iV^'^ -

- 1)|E^-^|2

(4.18)
(4.19)

where the superscript T.R indicates transmitter or receiver respectively and the
T* y?
»
•
term F,„j is determined by the type of optical chaos and synchronization scheme
being investigated.
There are three schemes which we will investigate. The first is where both
systems e.xhibit injection chaos, the second where both systems e.xhibit feedback
chaos, and the third a hybrid where the transmitter is made to be chaotic through
feedback while the receiver is driven to chaos by injection of the chaotic transmitter
signal.
To investigate the first scheme we define

= Fe''*"''

(4.20)

= FE'""" + C(E'^ -E^)

(4.21)

Here F is the injection power of the external laser. u,'o is the free running laser
frequency, and Q is the synchronization strength.
We find that this system synchronizes with very little residual error. However as
the injection chaos dynamics prove to be relatively slow, it takes many nanoseconds
for synchronization to occur. Figure 4.2 shows the difference signal of the two
systems. Before synchronization is started the difference is comparable to the
signal strength. Once synchronization is initiated it takes 5 ns before the difference
signal goes to zero. While this corresponds to about 5 round trips on the attractor
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Figure 4.2: Time required for synchronization for the injection laser system. Syn
chronization is started at 50 ns.
(a reasonable number in which to expect synchronization) the time scale on which
injection chaos occurs is on the order of relaxation oscillations and so the overall
synchronization time is slow. This makes injection chaos systems unsuitable for
communication schemes as the bit rate will be limited by the chaotic dynamics.
Next we look at the case where both systems are subject to external feedback.

= ,£'•(/ - r)

(4.22)

= »)£"(( - r) + C( £'•(()-£"(())

(4.23)

.As before q is the feedback strength and r is the feedback delay.
Feedback chaos occurs on a much faster time scale than injection chaos. Con
sequently this system synchronizes in less than 1 ns after the synchronization is
applied (Figure 4.3). Fast synchronization times make feedback systems are ideal
for communication schemes.
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Figure 4.3: Time required for synchronization for the feedback laser system. Syn
chronization is started at 50 ns.
We will show in the ne.xt section that the scheme where both lasers have external
feedback applied does not work in the multimode case. To address this problem
we introduce a third hybrid scheme:

- r)

(4.24)

f^ = ne'^(t-r)

(4.25)

In the single mode case it is easy to prove synchronization for the hybrid scheme,
where the master laser is chaotic through feedback and the slave laser is driven
to chaos by the master laser's injection. We start with a simplistic definition of
synchronization. Define two systems, the drive x and the response y

(4.26)
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^ = fiy)

(^.27)

Where g { x — y ) i s a linear function coupling the drive to the response system.
What does it mean to say that the response system synchronizes to the drive
system? First if the response system is initially identical to the drive system, it
will remain identical under small perturbations. Second if the response system is
initially different from the drive system, the drive system will force the response
system into an identical state. .-V formal definition is given below.

Definition 4.4 The response system synchronizes to the drive system if:
A) Let x(t) = y(t). then y{t) +5y(t) goes to y{t) for all Sy(t).
B) Let x{t) = y{t) + ^y{t). Then y{t) goes to y(t)-'r Sy{t).

Since this definition deals with small perturbations it has the advantage of being
used in the linear regime. We investigate synchronization by linearizing both the
response and drive system about arbitrary solutions x{t) = y{t).

(4.28)

— = h{x[t))5y

g [x[t)Jx,8y)

(4.29)

Where g is linear in 5x and 5y. Specifically if g = g'(Sx — 5y) then we can define
a new variable

A = 5x — 6y

(4.30)

^= h{x{t))A+ gix{t),A)

(4.31)
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If the solution A = 0 is stable then the two systems synchronize.
Now we apply this analysis to the semiconductor laser system. The drive system
is

(It

= K-r[(;V^ - 1) -

di

- r)

(-1.32)

= J - 7:V^ - (:V^ - 1) I[•-

(4.33)

.And the response system is

— = Kr[(iV« - 1) - m:V«] -

- r)

(-1.34)

^ = j- 7,v« - (.yR - i)!^^!^

(4.35)

at

Notice that the injection terms are the same in both the drive and response systems.
In the drive system it is feedback whereas in the response system it is injection from
the drive system.
Next we linearize using the form

E'^''^-^(l+5E'^-^)E
i V4

-

(4.36)
(

4

.

3

7

)

Writing both linear systems together we have

= kHI - .-QjiiV-" =

at

- r) - SE'^it)]

(4.3S)

- (AT - l)|f;p(i£:" + SE'^'^)

(4.39)

We can define new variables which are the difference of the response and drive
system

\ E = 5E^ - 5E^

(4.40)

A A' =

(4.41)

- 5N^

This gives a single linear equation

(4.42)

^

+ i£(()hA.v - (,v(o -

+An

(4.4.!)

.^^ote the the feedback is gone from this linear system of equations. It has
reduced to the same system of linear equations that we get for the stable laser,
e.xcept that they depend on the time dependent chaotic solutions instead of steady
state solutions. We can write down the eigenvalues immediately as

Ao=0

,

(4.44)

= - h + leion ± j h + 1£(<)I^)^ - s i m - i)|£(;)P'cr

Which has non-positive real parts provided N [ t ) — I > 0 , Since iV = I is trans
parency we expect that !V[t) > L for all time This ts born out by numerical simu
lations.
As in the stable system, one of the eigenvalues is 0. This again corresponds
to a phase degeneracy. This system has the interesting property that there is an
arbitrary phase between the drive and receiver system. That is even though the

dynamics are synchronized in the intensity, the phase is not synchronized. There
will always be an arbitrary, constant phase difference between the two systems.
Since the system is time dependent we cannot immediately apply the standard
ideas of stability from linear algebra. We next show that if for all time, the real
parts of the eigenvalues are non positive, the system is stable.

Theorem 4.2 Suppose ^ = A{t)y and that A(t) has the property that it is always
diagonaiizable and every eigenvalue A of A(t) satisfies Re{\) < —f(l) for some
given f{t) > 0 then

M^i <

(4.46)

mi -

Proof: Let t^ = nh where h is a discrete unit of time. Then

y { t n + l ) < (1 + h A { t n ) + h ' B ) y ( t n )
(4.4S)
This comes directly from the Taylor Remainder Theorem.
Next we diagonalize A{tn) and replace the real part with the bound

f{tn)-

Note

that there also exists an imaginary part, but this will not contribute to stability.

y { t n + i ) < (1 - h f { t n ) + h '^B) y { t n )

yv^n)

+
1^1 <
y{to)

(4.49)

(4.50)
(4.51)
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<

(4.52)
(4.53)

Where Tn = nh and c is an arbitrary positive constant.
Now

\ogRn{l-hfn) = J^log(l-/i/„)

(4.54)

< E {-I'f- + ^^)

H.3.5)

< -EVn + ^r/!

(4.56)

n

"

where T is the iargets value of T",, and F is the largest value of /„.
So

1^1 < e-i:...

(4,57)

And in the limit /i —> 0 we have

1^1 <
y(0)'-

(4.58)

Thus since the eigenvalues have non-positive real parts for all time the system
is stable and the response synchronizes to the drive. A word of caution. As before
we have assumed that the intensity is non zero. If the intensity has some zeros,
and if the set of zeros has a finite measure then it is possible to extend the proof
by carefully deleting the zero points. However this proof is involved and wiU not
be presented here.
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4.2.2

Multimode Analysis

It was quickly realized that it might be possible to synchrouize higher dimen
sional chaotic systems with more than a single positive Liapunov exponent[S7].
Further work showed that is was also possible to synchronize large numbers of
coupled chaotic systems using a single complex signal [88]. Synchronization of
spatiotemporal chaos using a vector coupling was demonstrated numerically very
recently using both coupled reaction-diffusion and Complex Ginsburg-Landau par
tial differential equations (PDES) [89]. .A.n important observation of [88] was that
as the dimension of the synchronization manifold increased, its basin of attraction
shrinks and the system becomes sensitive to noise. Bursts of desynchronization are
observed to interrupt the laminar phases of the synchronized dynamics, consistent
with the observation that a small amount of noise in a communications channel
can adversely affect the synchronization of globally coupled oscillators [90]. Thus
it remains an open question whether synchronization of high dimensional chaotic
systems, coupled nonlinear PDES in particular, is robust to noise and/or error
signals representing transmitted messages. In other words, if one were to cause a
loss of synchronization (e.g. to encode a message) the system might not regain a
synchronized state.
For studying synchronization and communication in the multimode case we will
use the PDE model

-iRNrjt - alErji

(4.59)
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The boundary conditions are

e l n i = = 0) =
^tm- — l) =

= 0)

(^-60)

= £,) + f-pji

(-^-Sl)
(4.62)

where the synchronization scheme is determine by
Injection schemes work in the multimode case where

fT =
fr =

(-1.63)

+C(i??(0 - e ^ { t ) )

(4.64)

but fail to synchronized quickly and are still unsuitable for communication. .-Vs
such we will not study them in depth here.
For the feedback/feedback scheme, which involves a weak difference coupling
between transmitter and receiver, the PDE boundary conditions become

FT = riEUt-rfb)
fr = rjetit - tf,) +

- e-^{t))

(4.65)
(4.66)

At issue is whether a single synchronization channel is sufHcient to synchronize the
many spatial patterns coexisting in the multimode laser cavity. This is equivalent
to studying the problem where many ordinary differential equations are coupled,
each longitudinal mode corresponding to a separate ODE. With each single mode
system contributing a single Liapunov exponent, the Liapunov dimension grows
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TrowtmittT

Figure 4.4: When both laser systems have external feedback they initially synchro
nize. .After 100 ns the two systems are made to lose synchrony by changing the
current of the transmitter laser. .After 200 ns the current are again made equal,
however the two systems remain unsynchroni25ed.
depending on the number of e.xcited modes. If the two systems are initialized
so that the longitudinal modes in both cavities have roughly comparable energy
distribution, the system synchronizes quickly (see Figure 4.4). If the two systems
are brought out of synchrony temporarily, as most communication methods require,
we find that they cannot regain synchrony as shown in Figure 4.4. We interpret
this as similar to the results reported by Tsimring et al [88]. .As the effective
Liapunov dimension increases the basin of synchronization decreases and we find
that different initial conditions, added noise, or parameter mismatch (as small as
10"®) causes this system to quickly lose synchronization and never recover.
The hybrid scheme works best for the multimode case and we will concentrate
our attention on it.
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4.3

Communication

Robust synchronization for the hybrid scheme indicates that a message may
be sent by changing a parameter in the transmitter system. For a first attempt
we modulate the laser pumping current, affecting all of the cavity modes equally.
Figure 4.5 shows the results of a repeating "0" - "1" bit sequence that is modulated
every 10 ns. To send the message, the transmitter current pumping was increased
by 10% for a "1" bit. .\t the receiver end we subtract the transmitter intensity
from the receiver intensity. If the bit is a "1". the transmitter and receiver are no
longer synchronized and a difference signal is recorded. For a "0" the two signals
are synchronized and the difference signal is zero. .A.fter a brief initial transient
due to switch-on. the two systems begin to synchronize and there is a very clean
message showing the repeated "0" - "1" bit sequence.
The difference signal is Fourier transformed to resolve the many laser cavity
modes present. Figure 4.5 shows that the message is encoded across several of the
laser cavity modes. The initial switch-on transient is confined to only three of the
cavity modes. When the two lasers lose synchronization (corresponding to a "1"
bit) all of the laser cavity modes become unsynchronized. The two lasers are ne.xt
brought back into synchronization (corresponding to a "0'" bit) and synchronization
is rapidly seen in every mode. It is a remarkable observation that all of the modes
above the background noise level synchronize.
Next we demonstrate a new. quasi-synchronous state. By changing the trans
mitter in such a way that individual modes are affected, we create a situation where
the two systems are not fully synchronized yet individual modes are. Messages can
be resolved at the receiver by taking the Fourier transform of the difference signal.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Difference of tiie transmitter and receiver signal with a message
encoded on the transmitter. A "0" bit corresponds to a synchronized state: a "1"
bit corresponds to an uns)mchronized state. The message sent is a repeating "0'' "1" sequence of bits, (b) Fourier transform of the difference signal. When a message
is sent the laser gains and loses synchronization across all of the laser cavity modes.
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The challenge lies in encoding the message on individual laser cavity modes at the
transmitter. The semiconductor laser offers a nice physical method. Since each
laser cavity mode corresponds to a different frequency of light, a message can be
encoded in a single laser cavity mode by means of external injection at the corre
sponding optical frequency. To add this message capability to the model we include
a new injection term

where u-'n corresponds to the nth laser

cavity mode optical frequency. The individual messages are encoded by varying
Cn(0 which represents the weak signal of the nth message-encoding injection laser.
Figure 4.6 shows the recovered signal where five random bit sequences have been
sent across five neighboring laser cavity modes. The encoded signal at the trans
mitter is superimposed as a square wave dashed pattern. The fast dynamics are
averaged out of the recovered signal for clarity of presentation. Mostly the encoded
messages are clearly evident in the extracted error signal, however there does exist
some cross talk between the modes. When a higher mode has an unsynchronized
state simultaneous with the synchronized state of a lower mode there is a small
signal in the lower mode. This can be clearly seen at about 360 ns in the mode
corresponding to -320 Ghz. This cross talk is easily understood as there exists an
instability where strong fields are coupled to lower laser cavity modes. When the
semiconductor laser is chaotic it exhibits strong pulsing. The externally injected
message signal increases the strength of the pulsations causing some of the energ\'
to couple into lower modes. This affects the synchronization signal in the lower
mode. However, this coupling is very small and so has a nearly negligible affect on
the recovered message.
There do exist some sequences in the recovered message that are irrecoverable
garbled. The most striking instzmce is seen between 320-330 ns in the -1-160 Ghz
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Figure 4.6: Random bit sequences sent over laser cavity modes. Solid line is the
recovered message while the dashed line is the transmitted message, (a) Adjacent
laser modes are used as channels, resulting in substantial cross talk between the
modes, (b) .Alternating modes are used as channels resulting in a significant de
crease in crosstalk. The recovered message has been averaged over 1 ns for clarity.
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laser cavity mode. This error is a result of cross talk between the laser cavity
modes, possibly inherent to the quasi-synchronous state. When alternating modes
are used as channels the crosstalk completely disappears. Obviously, crosstalk can
be minimized by using a shorter laser cavity and increasing the spacing between
individual modes.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion

Semiconductor lasers possess a rich variety of dynamical states. Stable operation
at a single frequency is valuable for optical applications, making it the greatest
studied and most desirable state. Less desirable states, including the hyper chaotic
processes detailed in this dissertation, have traditionally been avoided. Research
into these states have focused on mapping the boundaries of unstable operation or
methods to avoid unstable dynamics under all operating conditions.
This dissertation has theoretically e.xplored the usefulness of chaotic semicon
ductor lasers for communication. Beyond demonstrating proof of principal, there
e.Kist unic[ue benefits which operating in the chaotic regime can provide.
Current practices in communication technology emphasize increasing bandwidth
through wavelength division multiple.xing (VVD.VI). WDM rec|uires many different
stable lasers at well defined frequencies. The spacing of the frequencies of each
laser in the system must be fixed. If one of the lasers drifts from its prescribed
value during operation it can interfere with the other channels. To compensate for
losses in the optical fiber, lasers additionally need ma.Kimal power output. Since
the laser must also be modulated to encode information, frequency stability and
power output must be optimized over a large range of operating currents.
Even in the ideal stable case (a perfectly isolated laser) the semiconductor laser
is unstable. With increasing current pumping the laser spontaneously jumps to
an adjacent longitudinal mode. This "kink" instability limits the useful range of
operation and maximimi power available.
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Chaotic states operate in many longitudinal modes. Without needing to worry
about kink instabilities, the chaotic laser may be operated at higher powers than
stable lasers without adverse effects. .Additionally the laser modes have a fixed
spacing with respect to each other. Even if the reference frequency of the chaotic
laser drifts during operation, the frequency spacing of the channels is still main
tained. Chaotic signals also provide an extra layer of security to the message being
sent.
These features make chaotic communication an attractive alternative technology.
Laser operating conditions may be relaxed, decreasing the manufacturing cost of
optical systems while performing the same task with less components. Increased
inherent security means less overhead to encrypt and decrypt information.
The communication scheme demonstrated here is a proof of concept. Practically
there are many issues which remain. First there is the need for a matched trans
mitter/receiver laser pair. In practice there is great variability in manufacturing
semiconductor lasers. Even lasers which are taken from adjacent locations on a
semiconductor wafer may have different material properties. Second there is the
unresolved issue of power dropouts in semiconductor lasers. Power dropouts can
cause loss of synchronization which will introduce unacceptable bit errors into the
scheme.
These problems are active areas of research. .Advances in the understanding of
the basic material properties of semiconductor lasers are needed for understanding
the device variability. With more detailed models comes more control over the
manufacturing. Fundamental studies into the nature of optical chaos provide bet
ter understanding of how to prevent deviations from the stable regime. Further
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multimocle modeling of stable semiconductor lasers teach us ways of stabilizing the
frequency over a wide range of operating conditions.
This dissertation has shown the understanding that can be gained using simple
material and laser models. E.xcellent qualitative and quantitative agreement has
been shown between the models and experiment. The understanding gained from
this study has demonstrated a new scheme for communication using multimode
chaotic lasers. Because the single mode restriction has been rela.xed. this scheme
potentially has benefits over more traditional methods.
The optical revolution continues. It is my wish that this present work may one
day contribute to the revolution s success.
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Appendix A
Computational Methods and Discussion

A.l

Scaling

The following scaling is used to non-dimensionalize the equations:
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where Z, is the device length. H'' is the device width, and the other symbols have
their usual meaning. The scaled equations are (dropping tildes):
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(A.2)
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A.2

Split Step FFT

Equations A.2 are integrated on the characteristics using a sph't-step FFT solver
with non-para.Kial corrections.

c = -/ + -rib

(A.3)

Computation is performed on a grid in x and c at time t. Following the propagation
of the forward and backward field and the update of the carriers, the solution is
then propagated forward in time along the characteristics (with appropriate gain
dispersion added) to t + At (see figure .A.I)
The non-paraxial operator splitting [3

[F.B]{x.z±Az.t)

sv +
exp

laz'lkodp

Y = -a + K r [ g ( N { x . z +

+ ko

V-

(V2 + A,-2)i/2 + Aro.

e.xp(<Ar\)
}ex

(A.4)

I (F.fi)(a:.r. t)

+ ^ ) ) + i A n {iV ( x . z + ^ . t + ^))]

(.\.5)

which in the para.xial limit (V^ << k'^) gives the familiar operator splitting of

{ F , B ) { x , z ± A z , t ) — exp
|

V'| exp(f Ar\)

(A.6)

xexp|^^^^^V'"|(F, fi)(x.- + Ar.O

(A.7)

Since the field is propagated forward half a space step at the end of the previous
time step and is then propagate forward another half step at the start of the next
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Figure A.l: Schematic of time evolution of F. B. and N
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time step, it is possible to improve the computational efficiency by rearranging the
splitting as

r72
{ F , B ) ( x . : ± ^ z . t ) = exp

{v' + k -iyn + ko

)

(A.S)
(A.9)

X exp{i^z\)(F. B)(x,z.t)

It is easiest to handle the linear operator by transforming into Fourier space

; F. e)U*. r ± Ac. 0 =

exp I

( k ^ - k ^ y n + kc
ko

}
(A.li;

xeKp(iAz\)(F.B)(x.:J)

Before the nonlinear operator can be applied, iV must be advanced in time. This
is done using the first order implicit scheme (BTC'S)
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To handle the gain dispersion term, we split the problem into two operators
NL(iV) = yRjV - ATo) - i-Q.Vl - 7i„.

(A.13)

GD(/V) = ^(.V-,Vo)JJ^.

(A.14)
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Next, we discretize. solving the NL(iV) part explicitly and the GD(:V) part
im p l i c i t l y . A f t e r r e a r r a n g i n g t e r m s ( a n d r e p l a c i n g I + h N L ( N ) w i t h e x p ( A / i N L ( N ) )
where

h

=

or AC) vve find the discretized evolution equation broken into two

distinct operators

= [/ - hGD{N)]-'

e.Kp(/j.\L(iV))A'".

(A.lo)

where A' is either F or B. .Note, that when GD(iV) = 0 the discretized equation
reduces to the formally integrated equation. To integrate forward in time we first
solve for N. then evaluate .N^L(N) and GD(N) at that value. Then vve apply the
exponential operator and finally the gain dispersion operator.
The gain dispersion operator is specifically solved by integrating the equation:

dt

"

dz^

using the first order implicit scheme (BTCS)

{F, B){x.t + At,z)

=

(F,B)(x.t,:)

(A.17)

+ D s f t [ { F , B ) ( x . I + A/, r + Ar) - 2(F. B ) [ x . ^ + AL r) + ( F . B ) { x . t + M . z - Ar)]

At

Since At = Az on the characteristics, fj. = l/Az.
This scheme is second order in space but only first order in time.
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